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Syzygium aromaticum
monica ballard
I keep a crushed pack of Djarum’s Bali Hai cloves in my
backpack. Flecks of tobacco and spices stick to all of
my pens and books, imprinting them with a distinctive,
almost nutty smell.
I smoked the first clove in the pack on my 21st birthday
in Dee’s cafe. Cindy gave me them as a present, and
I pulled one out and lit it, inhaling way too deep and
coughing out small puffs of smoke. I took a sip of my
PBR and struggled to swallow. Even though I could
legally drink, my palate hadn’t changed. It still tasted
like stale piss mixed with hard water.
I smoked about five or six of them one night in August
during the Perseid meteor shower. I held a pungent
cigarette between my lips as I spread chunky peanut
butter on a piece of whole grain bread. I expelled large
clouds of smoke as I piled psilocybe mushrooms, one
on top of the other, on a separate piece. I looked like a
humanized volcano, standing with my legs spread and
smoking. A veritable Santa María blowing her top.
I put a couple of them out on my skin. I loved the soft
sizzle of human flesh, and the red-ring that was left
behind. Piercing little tick bites.
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The pain was quick and fierce. I could feel it rocket up
my thigh and land right in the epicenter of my brain.
I relished in it. The incapacitating nature of it distracted
me so well that I would spend an hour or so nursing my
wound.
At night I would dream of a girl w/ hair the color of
dying corn,
her face obscured by smoke.
Aller Anfang ist schwer.1

				
1

all beginnings are hard
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Purgatory
Jessica Keller
I walked through the doors of the back of the
church. The sun was up and shining through the stained
glass windows, every color was reflecting distorted
pictures of saints on the walls above the parishioners.
The organ was blasting sound as I passed pew after
pew, yet I could still hear the murmur of “They’ll go to
hell” from the mouths of people who are much more
likely to go themselves. I soon had to speak with great
conviction to these people, but I wasn’t ready to spend
another week trying to save people who did not truly
accept or want my help.
The plastic was tight around my neck, the robes
green and covering. Sweat ran down my nape and down
my back to places I never speak of. It was a 90°F day in
Texas.
I imagined this was what Hell was like.
My life was not for myself though. I was here for
them, for Him. It was tiring, to say the least. I reached
the pulpit and the organist stopped playing. The room
fell absolutely silent though people had been talking
excessively, likely gossiping about some poor soul who
made a mistake.
I looked over the crowd and saw teenage boys
in Letterman jackets trying to whisper in the ears of the
girls in pastel dresses next to them. Their parents sat
5

rows behind them, hopefully ashamed and not wanting
to be close enough to claim a certain sinning boy or
girl, not that it would have mattered which teenager
they did claim. All of them had some problems and
faults - only a few had been admitted to me. They were
human, after all.
I cracked my knuckles and flipped the thin
pages to find what I wanted to read. The corners of the
pages began crinkle from my sweaty palms.
“The lord be with you.” I rubbed my temples; I
felt a headache coming on.
“And with your spirit,” the parishioners
responded.
I had to keep my composure. “Please, let us
begin with bowed heads and closed eyes.”
I had not closed my eyes immediately, and saw
that the boys took this as an opportunity to try to get
their hands into the laps of the girls. Hormones and
puberty made these children very foolish. The girls only
lightly batted away their advances, as if to say “not now.”
I continued the mass. “Lord have mercy.”
The parishioners murmured my words back to
me. “Lord have mercy.”
“Christ have mercy.” I bellowed louder, trying to
get them to repent, and not merely repeat me.
“Christ have mercy.” It sounded like only half
of them were actually speaking, and the rest were only
mouthing the words, if even correctly.
“Lord have mercy!” I screamed, knocking the
pulpit over in a swift motion I didn’t know I was capable
of. The sound caused all the parishioners to open their
eyes and look up on me, as if on command. “I’m...I’m
sorry. Please, let us have an intermission. Amen.” I
crossed myself and stumbled away.
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The Differences Between People
and Fish
Mackayla smirga
When fish feel stressed, they can only die in
response. Unlike us, they cannot kick and stomp and let
out soundless screams into their pillows. They cannot
throw their cell phones, which provided this unsettling
sensation in the first place, towards their bed. This cell
phone will not bounce against the mattress pad, hitting
the nearby mirror and cracking it. Fish also do not have
hands. This means that they cannot press their palms
against their ears, attempting to shut out the world
and give into silence. They will not reach the horrible
realization that noise can still travel through skin.
Though dull, the Earth will continue rotating, and on
top of the sound of over seven billion people breathing,
the own thudding of their hearts would resonate in
their eardrums, that is if they had hands, and if they
had eardrums. Our atoms are constantly churning,
dying and then being replaced. If someone listens hard
enough, they can hear the creak of their own bones and
muscles, because they never truly can hold still. But
fish cannot hear this. Instead, when they are stressed,
there are chemical changes within the fish’s body. Their
immune system is lowered, making them vulnerable to
parasites. With parasites, two diverse specimen form a
bond. The one benefits from the other’s harm.
The other day a boy described to me all of the
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ways he was drowning in life. That is another difference,
fish are not well known for drowning. He explained
how he and his “girlfriend”, if that is what you would
call her, are both of the manipulative type, which is
what makes them perfect for each other. Their hobbies
include deep conversations over Facebook, getting
black out drunk, kissing other mouths, and lying to
one another. On most occasions, he describes to me
the boys she has had sex with while he was away. He
gets angry with himself for getting jealous, because
apparently he would do the same exact thing in her
situation. I do not know who is leeching off of who.
Sometimes these boys are just as manipulative as they
are, and the “girlfriend” discoveries they have been
lying, whether about their own significant others or
the drugs that they promised her. Once again, this boy
becomes angry at himself, this time for the smile he
could not help when she told him about her pain. At
first I did not understand why he kept repeating the
same story in different settings. Then I remembered
how Sharks need to keep moving to force water through
their gills. That is how they breathe.
Sharks are incapable of having vendettas. When
they bite into a person, it is only that, one bite. They
then realize what you are, most likely from the taste,
and they leave. It was never anything personal. Yet,
they are so often viewed as a violent predator. They
are the harmful ones, not the people who hunt down
these sharks, slice their fins off for some soup, and drop
them back into the ocean. The water becomes murky
with blood so that these people do not have to watch
as the shark sinks, their gills no longer of use because
they cannot move. When humans are not slicing up
sharks, they’re normally attacking some other type of
animal, most often themselves. It is estimated that there
are forty-five murders a day within the United States.
However, this means very little to those who are still
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concentrated on the seven billion people breathing
down their necks.
I find dolphins more terrifying than sharks.
Dolphins will travel in packs, using their rounded
snouts as a weapon. Their sense of love is what makes
them so dangerous. They attack either to save their
own, or the same people polluting their homes with
blood. They are not afraid to kill. For them, it is
personal. Their skin is soft and thin, and they share the
same pink flesh of lung that any other mammal does.
They are the violent ones. Sharks just want to breathe.
One easy thing about fish, which is not so
true for people, is that they have patterns, and they
are predictable. When they are tracked, they are often
seen travelling back and forth. This is similar to the
bus routes I have to take. It is not similar to how I feel
on these routes, or the people that I talk to. I speak
with one boy, a different boy from before, who in fact
owns a fish. It lives alone because it has the dreadful
hobby of fighting. Recently the boy left it behind for a
week to visit his home. No one watched over it while
he was gone, he simply hoped for the best. To it’s luck,
it survived. Though it was probably put under a lot
of stress for being alone for so long. I think about the
chemical reactions in its tiny body. I think about how
much more often the fish sees this boy than I do.
On the bus, when we pass through a tunnel, I
see if I can hold my breath to the other side. Eventually,
dolphins have to return to the surface for air. Although
they are capable of holding their breath for long periods
of time, they do not have gills. This tunnel is dark and
long, and headlights create waves on my skin. I need to
breathe again before I am thrust back into the sunlight
at forty-five miles per hour.
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Con
kenzie saunders
I hunch my back over, folding my shoulders
deeper into my stomach, in an attempt to look even
more pathetic than normal. It’s cold, perfect for the shit
I’m trying to embark on. In warm weather Cadillac’s
and Mercedes never give you the time of day, expecting
you to be happy that it’s warm or something crazy like
that. My jacket has crazy holes in it, letting the cold
breeze through right to my skinny black arms. I pick up
my ratty cardboard sign, moldy and shit from leaving it
out in the freezing rain for the past two weeks. It makes
me look filthy and desperate. Perfect for the rich white
baby daddy’s that crawl through this street in disgust
and shame. My cold behind is parked at a stoplight.
This particular light never turns green. Broken like
everything else around here. Always takes mofos a
minute to figure that shit out.
I pick up a red plastic cup I saw rolling on the
ground on the way over here and grip it in my chilled
fingers. Sucker born every minute and they always end
up bounding down this road, like they just waiting for
me to con them. I want to bounce on my toes. I want to
shake away the cold. I want blow my warm breath into
my freezing palms—but that’s all shit normal people
do in cold weather. I’m trying to be a homeless woman,
crawled right out from under the bridge, landed herself
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by this stoplight in some kind of miracle. Got this
cardboard sign from who knows where; I sure do be
wondering when I see some jacked up looking dude
shuffling towards me on ramp 71.
The quiet engine of a nice car creeps up to
me, and I check my sign one last time. I got my baby
to scrawl on it something fierce, so it looks nice and
pathetic in my grown hands. I step back on the curb,
like I’m not expecting this rich mofo to roll up to me.
I gargle and growl a few times and roll my shoulders
before I hunch them even deeper. I look like this when
the Mercedes rolls up and pulls to a soundless stop
at the white line directly across from me. I shake my
empty cup, hold my sign a little higher and stare blankly
in his general direction. It’s one of them white men I
was talking about earlier—got a purple tie on, sparkly
cufflinks, and the high school class ring on his hand.
The ring is red, looks real nice and big from where I’m
standing.
I know the moment he notices me. He pulls
slightly away from the window and grips the steering
wheel tight. His eyes roll up to the red light—the one
that’s not gonna change—like he’s praying for mercy.
But for once God doesn’t hear him, and he sits there
uncomfortable as all hell. It’s when he starts making
moves with his other arm that I shuffle towards him. I
know he’s trying to hide his wallet, which is no doubt
in plain view because this mofo has never been in
the projects past the crack of dawn. But I eat up the
distance between us with my lopsided shuffle.
It’s an effort not to say excuse me or call him
sir, even now. “Change for a poor mother?” My voice
is raspy and quiet from all that gargling I did, and slips
into his car like it belongs.
“Uhh, I just, um—” he glances at the light one
more time, “I just…” He trails off, trying to avoid eye
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contact with me, but I’m staring a hole into the side of
his head.
“I got a baby I can’t feed or keep warm. It’s cold
mister. Very cold.” I wave my sign up in his face more,
like he hasn’t read it already. ‘Poor Mom needs help.’
He looks at me, then to the light, then down to his
wallet, still sitting plainly on the passengers seat. He’s
nervous, thinking I’m gonna grab his wallet as soon as
he brings it over.
“She’s an infant.”
Oh, they love that. He probably has a legitimate
daughter at home, and now he’s picturing her face and
trying to imagine raising her under the 22nd Bridge.
He looks at me one more time and grabs his wallet
with determination. He still tries to block the multiple
bills crammed in the leather with his body, but I see
hundreds peeking out. I shuffle on my feet, trying
to look dazed while he decides just how much he’s
comfortable giving me.
“Here.” His hand sticks out the car, two crisp
bills between his first and second finger. They’re
hundreds. I actually let myself smile a bit as I take the
bills and crush them together, shoving the wad into the
pocket of my rattiest jeans.
“Thank you so much mister.” I nod gratuitously
and smile close-lipped, because I actually have all my
teeth. I see him relax back into his seat as I turn around
and shuffle back to my place, but I keep walking. Back
to my house fifteen blocks over, sitting just outside the
projects. The house I bought with my own damn money
from my jobs at the bank and the hospital. He doesn’t
know it, but he just gave my daughter 200 dollars
toward her college fund. Ella is three. She has always
had a roof over her head and food in her stomach
despite everything her rich, white, apathetic father put
her through. A man just like the one sitting in that
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Mercedes. I uncurl my fist to inspect the class ring in
my palm. I’ll have to ask my sister how much she thinks
it’s worth. I turn back to see the Mercedes still idling
there and I smile.
I yell back at him, “light’s broken.”
He doesn’t even look at me as he zooms off.
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Eloise
rachel geffrey
One day without her. One day at a time. I would
get through this, I would recover, and everything would
go back to normal. I could do this.
I twisted the lock and slid the chain into its
little brass notch as an added measure before leaning
my head on the cool, whitewashed metal. I’d been
holding my breath the whole way home, looking over
my shoulder for ten blocks, praying that she wouldn’t
appear behind me. She hadn’t, and I’d thanked my
lucky stars every time I turned around to check at a
crosswalk. I sighed out the stale air I’d been holding
captive and filled my lungs with the clean scent of
home.
Acetone. Cinnamon. These were not the smells
of my apartment, but they were what swirled around
me, taunting my nostrils and freezing my thoughts. I
stiffened, hand still on the knob, before she even had
the chance to speak.
“Percy,” she purred. Thin arms wrapped around
me. I didn’t move my head from the door. “I was
wondering when you would get home. I missed you so
much. Did you miss me?” When I didn’t answer her
arms squeezed boa constrictor-tight, nails digging into
my ribs, before slithering away. A hand propped itself
next to my head on the door and the acetone smell grew
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stronger. I slanted a glance without moving. Freshly
painted nails gleamed wetly, plastic white like Elmer’s
glue with raspberry red polka dots evenly placed like
the divots on dice. The dots closest to the edge on a few
fingers were smeared like blood curling in water and I
knew I would find matching stains on the white cotton
of my shirt later when I looked. The talons drummed
an impatient staccato on the door. I closed my eyes and
tried to drown it out.
“Percy, look at me.” She grabbed my chin and
wrenched my face over to her. I took a shallow breath
and opened my eyes. Her lips twisted into a wry smile
and she slid her hands down, straightening my collar
and smoothing over my shoulders. “There you are,
baby. I missed you today.”
“I had work.”
She pouted. “That’s no fun.”
“Not everything is. What are you doing here,
Eloise?”
“I missed you so much, Percy,” she said,
ignoring my question. “You left me all alone. I had to
find a new friend to hang out with.” She turned away
from me and I slumped against the door. I couldn’t
even make myself feel sorry for the next poor sap she
suckered in if it meant that she would leave me alone.
A soft mass hit my chest and my hands came up
automatically to catch it. It was a Pillow Pet designed to
look like one of the Thomas the Tank Engine trains.
“Percy, meet Percy,” she crooned. “He’ll be my
snuggle buddy even when you’re not here.”
I tried to school my features into something
neutral, walking the toy over to her where she sat on the
gray couch. “El, you can’t—”
“Eloise,” she hissed, snatching back the train
and settling it carefully on the cushion. “I got you one,
too.” She reached into the bag at her feet and drew out a
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doll in a black skirt with suspenders, a pink bow in her
yellow yarn hair, pushing her into my hands. I held the
doll limply while the girl in front of me stood, modeling
the pink bow in her hair and twisting in her own black
skirt and knee-high socks so that the short hem of the
skirt flared out. “Pretty good, right?”
I grunted noncommittally. She frowned, looking
down and smoothing her skirt. When she saw her
smeared nails she scowled and brushed past me to
the kitchen for a paper towel. I dropped the doll on
the coffee table and left her there in a crumpled heap,
following the living Eloise to the kitchen, unwilling to
let her worm her way farther into my apartment.
“Percy, baby,” she mewled, wringing the paper
towel across her fingers, twisting it into a mangled,
shredded, red-stained mess. “I couldn’t find the book I
got you when I was looking earlier. Where did you put
it?”
I danced in the doorway, trying to herd her
away from the rest of my home. “I, uh, I gave it to my
sister. For Sarah.” For the garbage. My niece would
never know the character that haunted me if I had
anything to say about it.
She smiled at me and laid her hand on my
shoulder. “That’s so sweet. It’s cute that you think I
believe that.” The hand became a claw. “You’re full of
shit, Percy. Why did you change the locks?”
I grabbed her wrist and tried to pry her off of
me. “You moved out.”
“Says you.”
“How did you get back in?”
“The lady at the front desk is so nice. Ada, right?
She’s such a sweetie, and she loves sweets. Did you
know she has a skeleton key?” Her talons clawed at me,
trying to peel my fingers away from her wrist.
“Eloise, I need you to move out. I’ve asked
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before and I thought you heard me and left, but I guess
not. I’m not your snuggle buddy, I’m not your friend,
and I’m not your partner.”
Her toothy smile hardened into a sneer. “That’s
no way to talk to a lady, is it?”
“I don’t see a lady here. I see you.”
Any pretense of a grin fell away and her eyes
darkened. “Is that so?”
I started gathering up the trail of debris she
always left when she showed up. “You need to leave.” I
shoved books and bottles of nail polish and plush toys
into her bag and dragged the straps over her shoulder.
“We’re done with this and you’re done here. I’ll get a
restraining order if I have to.”
I tried to drag her to the door but she planted
her feet. “On what charges?”
“I’ll think of something,” I muttered, scooping
her up over my shoulder and carrying her to the door.
She beat at my back and a patent leather Mary
Jane caught me in the stomach. “Put me down you
bastard!” I kept walking, “Who would believe you? I’ve
been the perfect girlfriend, everyone loves me!”
I slid the chain out and opened the door,
depositing her in the fluorescent-lit hallway on the
swirling carpet. “Perfectly insane, more like it. Your
things moved out a week ago. It’s time you joined them.”
She tried to lunge around me to get back in
the apartment, but I caught her around the waist and
forced her back. She huffed, adjusted her bow, and
straightened, trying to regain her dignity. “Who would
believe you?”
I stepped back. “I don’t think I’ll be the one
having trouble corroborating my side of the story.”
Before she could protest anymore I closed the door in
her face, flipping the lock and relatching the chain.
I leaned back against the door, sliding until I
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was sitting, my legs stretched out on the dingy carpet
before me. I raked my hands over my face. Eloise was
still pounding at my back, screeching through the layers
of metal.
That restraining order would have to come
sooner than I’d hoped, with another new set of locks
and an extra deadbolt for insurance.
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A Letter From Eonia
Sarah bangley
My dearest November,
When I first arrived at the Lab, I knew at once
I wanted to stay. I will not say that I belong—that is
presumptuous and a title to be earned—but I wish to
belong. I wish to prove myself worthy in the eyes of my
predecessors.
…Dear me, what a way to begin a letter!
Allow me to start with some semblance of a
beginning and make use of my grasp on chronology
while it lasts. (The more time I spend here, the more
trivial it seems.) You remember the reassignment
dispatch from Silverberg, I hope. We poured over that
letter for hours trying to discern my destination-- or
even a goal. I have come to find the goal to be simple
enough. For the six months I am stationed at the Lab, I
will explore the surrounding area and compound upon
the notes of my predecessors. The exact location of
the Lab is another story. The world I now inhabit--the
Lab itself, even--defies proper explanation. I can tell
you it looks like home. The ground is flat. Gravity pulls
down. Buildings stand and water flows. But a physical
description ignores the heart of this world entirely! The
love I have garnered for it compels me to describe it to
you. Yet I am destined to fall short. Such is the case for
all beloved things, isn’t it, November? Emotions never
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existed to be interchangeable with words. Nevertheless,
I will attack the issue from the sides. Perhaps I can build
a suitable silhouette so you can perceive the wordless
truth that has transfixed me.
Silverberg refers to this area as Sector 102.E.
I have never heard a more grossly unfitting name in
my life. I rechristened this world “Eonia”: from the
old Deaic “eo” (soul, spirit) and suffix “-n” (put simply,
“to be of ” or “akin”). Add the English “-ia”, and there
you have it—Eonia. Land of Soul’s Kin. It is no small
coincidence it sounds like the obscure English “eonian”:
constant and indefinite, continuing forever. Eonia
certainly continues forever. I need no instrument to
verify it. The vastness sinks into my bones.
But even in the infinity, there is nobody here.
I am alone. In all of my searches, I have not
encountered a single soul, human or otherwise. I
inhabit all of Eonia. And may I say it is not a deceptive
form of solitude. In my first days I wondered—I
suspected—I feared. Eonia gives the distinct impression
of other life. The opportunity for any number of
horrendous events seemed too ripe.
I have placed my faith in Eonia. And I genuinely
believe I am on my own.
Only, I am not without companionship. I see
and know the intelligence of the men and women who
walked before me in every structure, every rusting
contraption, every scattered tool and note I find. They
are voices I cannot speak to and hands I cannot touch.
They are a coat on the rack that promises the owner was
just here an hour ago, a day ago. We are not so separate.
I cannot discern how this makes me feel. At first
the ghosts of other lives left me on edge. Now a strange
sort of serenity has overtaken me. It is foreign, and
pleasant, and oddly natural. I do not have the lexicon to
do it justice. Instead I will enclose a note I found which
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has made a better effort than I to pin what is “Eonia”:
“This is not a place where you live. That is too warm
and gold and rounded, like amber. This is neither a
place where you die. That is too darkened red and
oblivion-obscured and bitter, acrid. This is not a
place to be angry, it would have the jaw too taut,
too many teeth sharpened and bared to gnaw the
burning wind itself. This is not the place to be sad—
though it be kin. That is too darkened crystal-blue
and abyssed, too sinking and drinking the air to
drown.
This place is blunted. It is cold and resolute.
It is uncrowded. It is not empty.
It is a place to ease out of your vessel. The edges
between one thing and another are gone, eroded
by time. It is a place to depart to the edges of your
vision, bloom like drops of ink. What you are will
leave and remain.
This is where you exist the most.”
Eonia reached entropy before it was fully
destroyed. It sounds impossible, yes—but time has
worn the land too smooth to catch anymore. Eonia
exists like a memory, eternally held in one constant
state. I gather, from my predecessors’ notes, that Eonia’s
farthest reaches have crumbled into fragments of land,
held aloft in a black spacious sky…
The sky beyond the tiled roofs remains in the
final flames of sunset, but my internal clock assures me
it is time to sleep. How I wish you could stand in this
sentient silence with me. Until then, these letters will
have to suffice.
Goodnight, my dear November. I love you.
Yours Eternally, Atlan
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Agatha
Danielle Lowery
Under, over, under, over, the motion is constant.
The ground is damp. The trees are woven together in an
intricate design, adding to the mystery of the forest. I
smell the earthy scent of dirt, bark, and moss with each
step I take. The movements through the trees make me
feel graceful; as if I am dancing with the forest. I can’t
remember how long I’ve been doing this dance. When
exactly did I enter these woods? Why did I step into
the fog at the edge of the beautiful, sparkling river that
morning?
Mother and I had been arguing. It was all over
that stupid dress. Light blue satin, with delicate cream
lace, lying gracefully over my elbows and elegantly
ruffling just above the bust. The corset would be pulled
so tight I would hardly be able to breath. There really
was no point to all this costumed nonsense in my
opinion. Geoffrey was going to marry me whether he
fancied me or not. What was the use in pretending and
playing all these games? The ‘courting’ was exhausting,
so much petty and meaningless conversation. He had
no desire to hear my thoughts on anything. As far as
he was concerned, I had no thoughts. When I wasn’t
spending time with my betrothed, I was drinking tea
with his awful mother. No matter how beautiful the
weather outside, we sat in her stuffy living room. The
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air was dense, and smelled of bad perfume, and order.
The tall wooden clock seemed to tick endlessly, yet
never chime. The two of us sat stiff as boards, sipping
our tea in almost complete silence. Every now and again
Geoffrey’s mother would look down her nose and scoff
at me. By the end of our long afternoons, I sucked in
more fresh air than my lungs could handle. Oh to be free
I thought.
Those afternoons seemed so far now, as did the
river. How far was it flowing from the trees? Somewhere
in my continuous dance in this magical place, I let my
hair down. Dark, loose curls lay upon my shoulders. My
feet were free from the confinement of my shoes. I dug
them into the earth, relishing the soft feeling of the dirt
between my toes. I felt the scratch of the bark against
my skin; the sun warming my face. If I hadn’t known
better, I would think I was one of those Amazonian
Princesses I’d read about. No such things were ever
taught in my lessons, but I loved to learn about almost
anything outside of ‘proper society’.
My childhood never really felt like a childhood.
My whole life has felt like a stiff preparation for my
ensuing imprisonment. After my marriage to Geoffrey,
I shall continue seeing his hideous face every day until
the day I die. I will have to sleep in the same bed as him
(a task I loathe) and I will have to produce his children
(a task I loathe even more). I will continue spending
my afternoons in a stuffy sitting room with his mother,
under her constant inspection and disapproval. Forever
tied into overly restrictive corsets. Forever stuck in too
tight dresses. My fate has always been sealed in this
manner. It is a fate I never desired.
My reluctance to fulfill such a dreadful destiny is
what brought me to the river. I’d watched it flow, crystal
clear, full of small, colorful rocks, since I was a girl. It
ran through a field not too far from my house. One
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afternoon on my way to tea with Geoffrey’s distasteful
mother, I found myself following the river instead. I was
supposed to be awaiting my own mother to accompany
me, but the river looked so tantalizing I had to go near
it. I walked along the water entranced by its beauty
for a long time before entering the misty fog. Walking
through the fog is what brought me to the trees. I’ve
been stepping under, over, under, over ever since.
Tears start filling my eyes. I’m startled by their presence.
Why didn’t mother follow me? Why had no one found
me? Why did no one want to look? Geoffrey would
probably be happy I was gone, as would his wretch
of a mother, but my own mother? Not so much as
a policeman had come close to the woods since I’d
entered.
That’s when I saw it. In my thoughts and tears,
I had somehow made my way back to the river. In it
was something too terrible for words. Floating in the
water lay a girl with dark, loose curls spread about her
shoulders. Her shoes were farther up the bank, waiting
patiently in the mud for their owner. I noticed a large
gash on her forehead, tainting the surrounding water
red. And nothing was the same after that.
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The Curious Case of Clarie
kenzie saunders
Clarie pushed her pink butterfly chair to the
edge of her window and perched precariously on its fat
seat, rising to her tiptoes and still barely rising over the
sill. The night outside her room was thick. Her large
eyes strained, but could not see anything besides the
reflection of her own excited face. She pressed her nose
and round cheeks hard against the glass and waited,
trembling, for the spectacle she had snuck peeks at
every night since forever. Her moms told her they
were dangerous, the little light people, but Clarie could
not understand how something so pretty could cause
trouble.
She breathed heavy, squeezing her fists while
birds flapped in her stomach. She knew they’d be here
any minute. Her eyes closed tightly and she wished that
tonight they’d lie up against her window and whisper
about their homeland. The light people had been
creeping closer and closer until Clarie felt like she could
reach through the glass and touch them with her small
fingers. She dreamt of the green fields and bustling trees
that they returned to during the day, like the parks and
forests her mothers would talk about at dinner. The
newsmen warned children away from venturing into
the few parks left because the light people lived there.
But Clarie wanted them all, especially the pink one with
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long flowing hair and butterfly shaped wings. Clarie had
declared her Ella, and every night she called out softly
for Ella to come and take her to a park.
“Ella!” Clarie whispered excitedly into the dark
and wiped away the resulting fog from her breath. “Ella
com’ere! I’m here Ella!” The news people said they liked
children best, and Clarie had been wishing every night
to talk to them. She closed her eyes again, imagining
Ella there in front of her. A blanket of cold air wrapped
around her, and Clarie’s eyes popped open.
A pink spot flickered on the edge of her vision
and Clarie squealed in excitement. She pushed up
farther on her toes and grabbed the edge of the sill for
balance.
“Ella!”
A whirl of dazzling lights whisked by the
window—ocean blues and forest greens—and Clarie
laughed. Ella was always last, and Clarie had grown
used to these others coming to keep her company.
She hadn’t named them, so she just called them by the
colors she was learning in school.
“Hi Blue! Green!” As she whispered her
greetings, Red flew slowly by her window so she could
see his sharp features. She giggled in excitement when
she noticed his slow movements to be dancing.
“I wish I could dance with you Red.” She
imagined him agreeing with excitement and telling
her how well she danced. She bobbed her head in
agreement and laughed joyously when he bowed. Clarie
just knew they danced and laughed in their tiny tree
villages and grass cities.
In the time she had focused on Red a dozen
others had joined Green and Blue, yellow and purple
and orange, and some she didn’t even know names for.
They were all so pretty and she wanted to talk to each
and every one of them all day long, not just at night.
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She would ask Red and Blue the name of the park they
lived in, but they never answered. Or if they did, Clarie
couldn’t hear them—she wished she was tall enough to
open the window, and then they could come in and fly
Clarie away to their homes and make her like them.
Finally Ella lazily flew from the back of the
group towards the window, flitting from each dot of
light before she landed daintily on the sill outside.
Clarie was beaming as Ella landed, pressing a fleshy
hand to the window and wriggling her fingers in her
most excited hello.
Up close Clarie could see the beautiful features
on the young face. Her hair flowed down to her feet and
rested in a pink pool between her wings, which were
constantly flitting in motion. The light person smiled
a sweet smile and pointed to the top of the window, so
high above Clarie’s head.
“I wanna let you in Ella!”
The young girl nodded, and pointed again to the
top of the window with an encouraging smile. Clarie
stared up at it, and decided it wasn’t too far from her
position on the chair. All she had to do was stand on
the sill and there she would be, like a snap her mommy
would say. A flicker of fear passed through Clarie as she
remembered all the warnings about the light people.
“They eat children,” Johnny said at school,
“and floss with their bones!” His voice had dropped
really deep when he told her that. And his hands had
waved about frantically, like he was trying to banish
the light people from the air around them. But her
desire to hold Ella in her hand drove her up on the
chair’s arms. Wobbly knees balanced on the sill, and
short arms reached out for something to hold. The lip
of the window was just close enough for Clarie to grab,
and she struggled to hoist herself up onto the window.
Her breath was quick and shallow but her smile was
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triumphant when her small feet finally rested on the
sill. She looked down at Ella to see that Red, Yellow,
and Blue had joined her, hands in the air clapping
vigorously.
She took their flails as approval and flipped the
two knobs she saw her mother move before she went
to bed and breathed heavy from her work. Now all she
needed to do was push it up. But she barely reached the
top as it was and Clarie was terrified she’d fall and hurt
her head—her mom would be so angry if she got hurt.
She looked down to Ella and her friends, and saw them
all nodding their encouragement with large, closelipped smiles. Ella was raising her pink tinted arms
gently up, mimicking what Clarie should do.
“I’ll let you in Ella,” Clarie said with
determination and placed the heel of her hand under
the lip of the window like she saw her mommy do in the
summer and pushed up to her tiptoes. Straining with
her hands stretched above her head she managed to
push up the window an inch or so—just enough for Ella
and her friends to zoom in faster than Clarie could see.
All of a sudden the colorful lights outside were gone.
“Ella!” Clarie dropped her hands and carefully
scrambled down to the ground, scraping her knee on
the sill in the process. The pain didn’t register with
Clarie in her excitement and she whipped around her
room and held out her hand. She couldn’t see any of
the light people in her room, though it was plenty dark
enough, and she squinted into the darkness of her
room.
“Ella?”
Suddenly a pink form flashed in front of her,
but the beautiful face turned harsh and devilish. A
terrifying blade gleamed like death in Ella’s hand. Clarie
fumbled back in confusion. The fear that had seized
her on the window bowled into her with full force.
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Clarie’s fingers curled and uncurled. Ella smiled wide,
fierce and mean, and Clarie screamed in panic. Johnny
was right. He was right all along. There was something
wrong with Ella. Where her pretty teeth should have
been there were razor sharp blades—Clarie’s bones were
going to be used for floss. Her mommies would never
see her again. Her mommies were right. Johnny was
right. She should have listened. They’d all be so mad.
Her teachers and her friends and her mommies.
“Mommy!” Clarie screamed again, her voice
ripping out of her at the top of her lungs. She barreled
back until she hit her butterfly chair, and fumbled down
to the ground. Ella flicked out her arm and a swarm
of bright color rushed at Clarie, covering her escape
and her air. Clarie flung her arms up in a last defense.
Tears ripped open across her palms and up her arms
in a swarm of pain. Clarie swatted her arms back and
forth sobbing in pain as she ripped the cuts open wider.
Something sliced clean along her scalp. Clarie shook
her head and scrambled backwards. Blood trickled
down her hair and onto her forehead, a terrible tickling
sensation. The swarm travelled down her body, cutting
the softness of her stomach and tearing into her legs.
Her scream was filled with pain when it came again.
“Mommy!”
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1 , 2 , 3—Adventures

Hair
rachael owen

in Alcohol and

“It’s like an Orange Julius, but with vodka.”
The glass sweats, drips with the same orange
slush and alcohol that’s smeared across Beth’s jeans in
the shape of handprints. She places my drink next to
the scissors and a shot glass on the table.
“Drink up.”
One eyebrow arched and a toothless grin
covering her face, Beth grabs the scissors and stands to
my left.
“Found them!”
Jess stumbles in from the hallway, taking down
a trashcan and a lamp in the process, but valiantly and
dangerously holding a pair of scissors in front of her, a
sticky Solo cup almost out of sight in her other hand. A
half-burnt streamer rests on her shoulder from events
earlier in the evening. She stands to my right, gulps
down her drink, and begins excitedly cutting at empty
air with the steel blades.
“So…what are we doing?”
Her question is filled with slow slurs and her
fingers begin to weave through my hair, but I’m too
drunk to care. I open my laptop in response. Several
images of Mae Martin appear on the screen, each from
a different angle, the result of a desperate internet
search for a woman, any woman, with a haircut
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approximating what I want.
“Like this...but not too short.”
They lean in beside me, our cheeks rubbing
together as our faces crowd in front of the screen.
And then they are cutting.
“It’s too long on your side.”
“So?”
“So cut more, dumbass.”
Scissors scrape against my scalp; the metal blade
rests coolly on my ear.
“Seriously, not too short, okay guys?”
You’d be lying if you blamed it on the alcohol.
The drinking had only just begun, and while
the vodka-infused Orange Julius Beth gave you was
more than enough to make this rash decision, you had
only been sipping on a rum and coke when you gave
them permission to cut. In fact, you drank very little
of the Orange Julius. But whatever your blood alcohol
level, looking into the mirror and at several bald spots
sobered you quickly enough.
“Like this…but not too short.”
Neither Beth nor Jess seemed to have heard
this. When one of them screwed up and cut too short,
they encouraged the other to go shorter as well on their
side. Perhaps allowing two people to cut your hair at
once wasn’t the smartest decision, but it also wasn’t the
dumbest decision you made that night.
“Seriously, not too short, okay guys?”
You assumed there would be plenty of salons
open the next morning. You did not expect to spend
two hours wandering Shadyside in a baseball cap,
turned away from every salon because they were
booked solid for the day, awkwardly backing out of the
men’s barber shops you still can’t enter. You did not
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expect to find yourself in Nadia Salon and to spend $50
for the worst haircut you have ever had. You didn’t even
tip.
The alcohol placed a haze on the regular process
of thought; the alcohol made you more adventurous
then you will ever be again. But it’s still a lie to blame
the alcohol.
You just wanted a story.
They sat around a table of shot glasses and
playing cards and most of the beverages in their
apartment, mixing whatever alcohol they had left with
Sprite or orange juice or even ice cream. It was Jess who
had the idea for the haircut, her roommates jumping on
board immediately.
“Like this…but not too short.”
Scissors in hand, Jess and Beth leaned in to
examine the picture, numb cheeks rubbing together.
With Emma in between them, they leaned back and
began.
Beth started things off with a large chunk from
above the ear. Jess responded with a sweep of her
scissors close to the forehead. Short on the sides, long
on top—something like that. Hair fell to the ground at
a steady pace, a storm of red, with only the occasional
break to get another drink.
“It’s too long on your side.”
“So?”
“So cut more, dumbass.”
A blade cut too close to the scalp, left the skin
angry and red.
“Seriously, not too short, okay guys?”
Beth yanked on a piece of hair, measuring its
length.
“Oh, of course. Um…I think we’re about done?”
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They both leaned forward again, smiling at
Emma with only an inch between their faces, personal
space forgotten after the shots.
“You’re gonna love it.”
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Roselyn
Indigo Baloch
The roses will bring aphids, I said
So she bought ladybugs
—a jar full—
And released them
Onto the dewy, emerald leaves
By morning, the deer had made
Short work of the flowers
What was left was too weak
To heal with our hands
She knelt in the mulch
And inspected each limp stem
One remaining bundle of petals
Bowed and nodded
She turned and we locked eyes
She sighed,
There’s nothing we can do
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I met this girl one time and she
Gavriela Burston
I met this girl one time and she
Was so wise I mean like
So fucking endless so fucking tangled
The people she played with were shiny
Sharp merchants they sought her for selling
Like birdies in cages
I coughed when I saw her
While trying to speak I scratched her
While clawing because I am weak
Every word came out bluster and bitter and sweet
Was my motive her hips, hands and feet
Are hers and not merchants
Projecting their wishes their complex complexes
I scratched her while singing
She caught me while falling
Cause I can feel fingers, feel empty
And cages and freedom with nowhere to take us
We wished without hoping
We touched but I scratched her
She’s all that she hopes for in faces
And crinkled up pages and noses
That notice her darkness and light
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Endlessly tangled in her own mind
Is the sight of her features
Endlessly twisted the vision she has
Of her people or person
And I keep trying to tell her
That she is the ocean
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Distance
Mackayla Smirga
I was always considered whimsical and spontaneous
But I’ve spent hours tracing the outline of your cheeks
Home was just the bed I kept returning to
After nights of sleeping on strangers’ floors
Sometimes I draped tents in the back of cold yards
And listened to the roar of the train at three am
My car was battered, shaky, and rusted
But it still managed to carry me to far away places
My closest friend was the hum of static from the radio
And the occasional headlights barely grazing my mirrors
I have gotten lost on six lane highways
And waited all alone in spacious airport terminals
I spent hours searching for some sense of myself
Until I found home in the comfort of your arms
I never felt too strongly attached to anything
Until I heard your steel gates click shut behind me
And when I saw those headlights blaring
Their cool glow lacked my expected comfort
Time never left such a cold hole in my throat
But now five hours is four years away
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(Look At Me Now)
Sarah Bangley
I want to rip out a chunk of sky
and hold it between my teeth
I want blue bottle-glass fangs
and razor-wire hair
I want to set my bones with sunlight
and stardust, knead the wind
into my carpal hollows until
I scream with laughter because
I am a feral animal
I am a force of nature
and not even the sky can hold
				me
					now
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like air to water signs
Rachel Geraci
I fear the vivacious water-colours
of my blood.
There are rosebuds painting themselves
up my backbone.
These pieces may have been over-watered,
and yet under-nourished,
as if there were a way to dismantle and tear apart
these elegant, intricate plants with simple,
placid air.
She had cracked my defending claws,
dutiful and interposing,
exposed,
with a bread knife.
They’ll consume my
savory meats
and with a side of drawn butter,
the loose bits and
scraps of sweetbreads
will be seen hanging from
pale baby teeth in my
wet childhood bed, where I will
scream and wait for the shark-demons
to attack on the coast of myself,
to next eat my spleen.
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She was drunk again last night.
Her sailor’s eyes couldn’t focus on the targets
meant for her ocular arrows.
It was a very practiced form of roulette,
and I couldn’t spill the words—to come so that
they might persuade a forest-lush into a more
glamorous life,
one of the sensitive home-maker,
and one that doesn’t reek of acid-smoke,
but the kind of Cancer you might take home
to your mother,
if I thought that you had some beloved matrons
hiding somewhere under the Southern Suburbs,
but who really cares about that when
there is a literal feast
waiting out East.
You’ve made far too much money this week.
I’ve cared only about money for far too long.
I am a servant in Davy Jones’ locker.
The centuries-old fish-bones will
whip out their dirty dicks and
beg for me to turn my clamshell inside out
for their gargling, maddening pleasure.
Their apparitions and their memories
will drip down into hellish phantasms,
honest attempts to slog me into their grotto—
the sultry, rotting banks of the Mon.
The tide is much too high, for you and I.
The currents are a little too rough for me.
I have always needed a still, clear pool—
It is custom for me to be calm,
clean and serene
for my psychic in-betweens.
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I wish I could fall back into that old sea.
Diana, Diana,
The Moon, she beckons to me.
One, that when I looked into her endless
depths,
fish-lens,
sapphire-blues,
oh, come back to me in brilliant hues,
that is the voluptuous body in which
I belong to.
I will forever ask a long forgotten,
wave-worn snapshot
why am I splayed,
played,
out here in this emerald faux-ocean,
a desolate, dry field in the middle of
some suburban-nowhere.
Timely fashion has me drowning in air,
I am breathing disease right about here,
the running, sobbing, crash of the fleet,
next to the deserted beach-street.
Aquarius, you are the very poison of my
Fantasy-Gods,
and you never rightly clasped me—to see if maybe,
just maybe,
you should finally cross over to meet.
My swills mean nothing.
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Because My Step-Father is a
Funeral Home Director
Rachael Owen
my thoughts are preoccupied
with the materiality of death:
my body,
stripped naked on a table
under fluorescent lights
in the basement.
Ready for embalmment,
for the fluids to leak out.
Mary Lou and my mother
apply make-up to my fresh dead face,
remove the glasses,
attempt to style my hair.
Because my own wardrobe won’t suffice,
my mother goes to Sears,
buys a blue dress
too short for all six feet of me,
my hairy legs hidden
in the lower half of the coffin.
Does she remember to buy a bra?
Or do my nipples, stiff from cold
and rigor mortis, stand erect for the mourners,
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obvious against the blue polyester
of my dress?
Does Pastor Heckman
of First Christian Church,
a man I’ve never met,
eulogize?
In the funeral parlor,
the coffin lining is powder blue,
the carpet is powder blue,
my dress is powder blue.
They’ll bury me there,
in Kensington, Ohio,
if they even have a cemetery.
Or next door in Minerva,
in the Cotton family plot.
And what will my gravestone read?
Owen or Cotton?
And what will the obituary say,
and will my friends make the trip
to pay their final respects?
If they do,
I hope it’s to unearth
the fresh six feet,
dump a gallon of gasoline
and toss a single match,
watch the blue rise up
out of the grave
to scorch Ohio earth
and dance in twilight,
flames turning red and orange,
and let me burn
into the morning.
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A Poem, for Your Judgment
Rachel Geffrey
Take this page. Take it
covered in my blood,
in the Bic Cristal
cobalt blue swirls, the Pilot G2
purple smears, the Hewlett-Packard Laserjet
magenta, yellow, and cyan splatters
that dripped onto the pressed and processed
recycled virgin pulp
straight from my bleeding heart and
thawing icy veins. Treat it
gently, for its conception
was a painful one,
wrenched into being like Athena
from Zeus’ throbbing skull and shoved
into lines and curves and serifs.
I am the paper in your hand,
praying you will save
me from the slush pile and not
crumple me up and bounce me
off the wastebasket rim
to die with the dust bunnies. See me
shiver and squirm while you stare at me
naked and exposed on the stark whiteness,
unable to shy away from your
swift and decisive judgment,
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begging to be cherished by someone.
But if you must throw the baby
out with the bathwater, then at least
I will know that I have tried
with every inch of my soul,
and in taking the risk,
I will have lived.
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When the witch rides
Iris Marzolf
In the night
sometimes
I wake with a jerk,
twisted sheets binding my legs.
Rigid, save for my hammering heart
in its shell.
Upon my chest
the old hag sits,
her sharp knees embracing my ribs.
Hair hangs in strings
from her patchy scalp.
Cracked teeth
skitter and hiss
as she sucks
the air from my lungs
with one dry rattle,
sealing me to the mattress.
By mistake my eyes dart
to the gloom, where
once caught, I cannot
draw them back.
Across the floor
a malevolent fog drags its belly,
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devouring the cold linoleum squares.
It hovers, filling the room with its silent breath.
On the ceiling
a wraith claws at pallid air,
her glazed eyes empty.
Down her hollow cheek
drips a scratch,
whisper thin,
scarlet needle.
Her lovely bones swirl,
thick gray mist.
In the corner
a fuzzy man’s shadow leers at me.
He plucks a gasp
straight from my throat,
silently begging me to choke.
I blink and he disintegrates.
Away, like he was always nothing.
Only a chill slinking
down your spine
in dark slippers.
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celexa
Jessica Turner
I’m swallowing the masses
like peanut butter.
inside, they’re busy
shaving layers from my eyelids,
and when there’s a birthday,
popping a balloon.
tongue turned back,
I taste their recklessness.
it is only briefly
pink.
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Evening
Gavriela Burston
I feel fine and fresh this evening – I could run away
I called out my name tonight it sounded long ago
Rolling through the city, rolling out my throat
Was throbbing, tripping up my toes were
Pumping laughter trickled down my chin
Itching down my neck
And I blinked, my hips were shaking to a fragile rhythm
My back was strong, my tongue was clear, my breath was ragged
Ripped and jumping up I climbed the steps
I feel fine and fresh this evening
I should run away
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To The Children I Will Never
Have
Kaitlin Tomko
This letter reaches you
week 1, year 3, month 18
simultaneously—
As the universe’s amniotic fluid
nurtures you in nonexistence.
I will read it to you,
let it be a nursery rhyme.
Let it be your bedtime story,
fall, now, into the calm
of endless sleep.
As hard as it pounds,
my heart only beats for me.
I cannot distinguish one cry from a crowd.
My two bare hands are not strong
enough to catch the devil.
And he walks among us.
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The world scorches as the hell fires
rise up. I hope they never burn you.
I hope the smoke
never fills your lungs,
or grabs you around the neck
I hope rape never
grabs you by the hair
gropes your breasts,
while splitting open your legs.
I cannot protect you.
So be still my loves;
drift into a sea of dreams,
let the universe be your mother
Coo to her in your sleep.
Morning will never come.
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Brew: A Season
Indigo Baloch
boil adder’s mouth until it wilts
collect toadshade at dawn
(we will return to it)
use delphinium & phlox for color
or, no, black chokeberry
once the dye is steaming
suck on the seeds for good fortune
follow Daphne’s trail
of laurel tears
to the river Ladon
beg for holiness
& gather stones
eroded smooth by his hands
leave a token
a drachma
or poppy seed cake will do
here in the kitchen
we will do our work
lay out on the marble
what you’ve found:
a child’s eyeteeth—milk
a cigarette with a kiss
that will last forever
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a sewing needle threaded
with the golden hair
of Sif—the mother
rowan berries to lure the waxwings
& waxwings to lure the merlins
& if a hawk moth should wander
into your home
she is welcome to join
the brown recluse in his corner
but we begin
with the crown of a blueberry
bestowed to the sídhe queen
as she marvels at her loveliness
in the reflection of the cauldron
sew her a cape from the toadshade’s
burgundy petals
use the needle you have threaded
let the merlins do the labor
trade her the kiss
& milk teeth
for spider silk gowns
dye them in the chokeberry
hang them to dry
make a circle of the pebbles
that she may return home
chew the wilted adder’s mouth
when your tongue numbs
pray to Hecate for a moon
of claiming
burrow
the prize will be worth the weight
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Thread
Carsyn Smith
Threads are woven,
like streams into a river;
or wisps into a cloud -they weave into something beautiful.
Memories laced in violet,
peacock colored romance,
a tear doused in sky blue:
it is the tapestry of a mind
one withering and eroding
like the base of a mighty waterfall;
or the land under a tornado -it despairs into emptiness
until my name is nothing but
conjoined syllables on her lips.
The unraveling of a tapestry is slow,
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a simple snag in the seam.
Over time it falls apart
like a river scattering into the swamps;
or leaves in the four winds -it lets gravity weigh it down.
We are told that love holds things together
but as she slips away
my weapon is nothing but an empty hand.
Time took something precious from her
without flinching; without a first glance,
leaving no evidence in her mind
but a river of blood in ours
and an eerie reminder
that time is as unforgiving
as the gravity that tore that first thread.
She unravels before my eyes
and time has me by the throat,
the best I can do is follow behind her
and pick up the pieces as she marches
unknowing and unbending.
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Yeast
Monica Ballard
Fruit fly made the planet’s spine.
He fermented, his wheedling eyes were a manifestation
of summertime
juice and the carpet that your sister would sleep on.

His children were that of a saint,
they slept deep in your drains, covered in a sticky film.

They knew all and would talk of the Earth’s mantle,
and how their mother was measured in kilometers,
the continental drift her widow’s peak,
the tectonic plates her breast.
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Begin
Jessica Turner
I am in the dream again.
Soft ocean—
useless palm leaking
water.
I don’t want to drink,
only speak to
the smothered sea.
I know how it is
to lick the salty edges
of freedom,
pulsing forward and
bleeding backwards.
Start over.
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Critiquing the Human: Nonhuman
Binary in Watership Down
Rachael Owen
In his novel Watership Down, Richard Adams
tells the tale of a group of rabbits fighting for their survival in the British countryside. While they face many
obstacles, the greatest challenge to the rabbits’ survival
are humans. Whether it is direct contact with a human
being, dealing with environmental degradation caused
by humans, or meeting other rabbits that have been
influenced by humans, the rabbits of Watership Down
are constantly struggling against humans, pointing to
a binary between the human and nonhuman. As the
humans move beyond what is natural to create this
binary, the novel requires us to consider what it means
to be “natural.” Watership Down addresses, critiques,
and begins dismantling the human : nonhuman binary,
specifically through a focus on “natural” living, ecological literacy, and interspecies relationships.
Hazel, Fiver, and their warren are at the center
of this novel, with their experiences being told over that
of the humans. The rabbits, by becoming the protagonists of this story, also become anthropomorphized.
They carry on conversation (albeit in their own language) and most especially share stories and myths,
much like humans. Hearing the tale of El-ahrairah, the
rabbits react much like children being told a story:
All the rabbits had heard the story before: on
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winter nights, when the cold draft moved down
the warren passages and icy wet lay in the pits of
the runs below their burrows; and on summer
evenings, in the grass under the red may and the
sweet, carrion-scented elder bloom. Dandelion
was telling it well, and even Pipkin forgot his
weariness and danger and remembered instead the
great indestructability of the rabbits. (Adams 28)
Myths function for rabbits in the same way as they do
for humans. They are ritualistic, soothing, and familiar.
However, through his anthropomorphization of the
rabbits Adams still remains ecologically literate. Even
in this passage about El-ahrairah, he focuses on the
structure of the burrow and the plants of the changing
seasons. He remains true throughout the novel in his
descriptions of warrens, plants, burrows, etc. In “The
Sympathetic Imagination and the Human-Animal
Bond: Fostering Empathy through Reading Imaginative Literature,” Barbara Beierl states, “Watership Down
focuses on animals put in danger by humans [...] These
animals exist in their own fictional right, drawn realistically in the novel, and generate empathy and psychological identification in the reader” (218). Thus he encourages the reader to sympathize with rabbits, without
sacrificing the necessary ecological literacy.
The sympathy that Adams elicits in the reader
has a practical impact beyond the novel. Beierl expands
on this idea: “The creating and nurturing of a human–
animal bond requires readers to open themselves up, by
way of their sympathetic imaginations, and experience
empathy and compassion for the creatures about which
they read. In turn, readers should feel the same toward
the creatures with whom they interact in real life…”
(218). In deconstructing the human : nonhuman binary, developing empathy in the reader is essential, and
Adams achieves this through his portrayal of the rabbits
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and their relationships with one another.
In addition to creating sympathy, this novel
also causes the reader to rethink what is natural when
we look at the world through a rabbit’s eyes. Although
anthropomorphized, the rabbits still remain “natural,”
causing us to consider the line between natural and
unnatural. A strict and applicable definition of this
word is not possible within the parameters of this paper,
but we can instead look to moments within the novel to
gain an understanding of how the rabbits (and Adams)
understand this term. In one key passage, the narrator
speaks directly to the reader on the similarities between
humans and rabbits:
Rabbits (says Mr. Lockley) are like human beings in many ways. One of these is certainly their
staunch ability to withstand disaster and to let
the stream of life carry them along, past reaches
of terror and loss. They have a certain quality…a
blessedly circumscribed imagination and intuitive
feeling that Life is Now. A foraging wild creature,
intent upon survival, is as strong as the grass. (Adams 161)
In this passage, rabbits and humans are closely linked
in their mutual ability to survive and experience “Life
in the Now.” Shortly after this passage, however, Adams
uses the term “primitive humans” (161). This suggests
that modern men, no longer primitive, have lost whatever “intuitive feeling” they shared with rabbits.
Unlike other predators to the rabbit, such as
weasels or stoats, humans kill rabbits out of carelessness, not survival. As Holly tells the other rabbits, “All
other elil do what they have to do and Frith moves
them as he moves us. They live on the earth and they
need food. Men will never rest till they’ve spoiled the
earth and destroyed the animals” (151). The other
animals are natural predators, hunting and killing the
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rabbits because they are part of an interconnected food
web. Although men will sometimes kill rabbits for food,
the slaughter at Sandleford Warren came out of capitalistic desire, specifically to create “high class modern
residences” (8). Holly describes the slaughter, detailing
poisonous gas that made the air “turn bad” and “bramble things” in the warren and “white sticks” and “bodies
on a stick” (155-56). Men kill rabbits for and with unnatural means. Because of the human : nonhuman binary, they see nothing wrong with their actions, placing
capitalist desires over survival for the rabbits. The men
even have a boy with them at Sandleford, demonstrating their belief in the morality of their actions. While
Thearah, the Chief Rabbit, kept his warren alive because
he had good instinct, he fails the warren because what
the men do is not instinctual or natural. The men push
past any natural order, such as the food web, and the
results are disastrous.
Definitions of natural and unnatural are also
tied up with spirituality and myths. “The Story of the
Blessing of El-ahrairah” explains the food web and the
creation of a natural order. The myth lists the different
gifts Frith gave every animal, listing the fox, stoat, and
weasel as having “the cunning and the fierceness and
the desire to hunt and slay and eat” rabbits (27). In turn,
rabbits receive “strength and warning and speed forever” to give them a chance at surviving (28). Humans,
though, are not featured in this story, suggesting once
again that they do not belong in a natural order. As
Holly stated earlier, Frith “moves [elil] as he moves us,”
but not men. Spirituality helps the rabbits define and
understand their environment; the exclusion reveals
that men are outsiders to the natural world.
Even when the rabbits are not in direct contact
with men, they are still impacted by their environmentally harmful decisions and the human : nonhuman
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binary. When Hazel comes across a road, it stands
out due to “strange, strong smells of tar and oil” (48).
Although the road was not created with the intention to
kill animals, they still see the remains of a porcupine on
the gravel, hit by a car. At the sign announcing the future of Sandleford Warren, the men left behind a “dead
cigarette end” and “a hammer and a few nails” (6-7).
While the destruction of Sandleford is such an extreme
example in this novel of the negligence of men, these
small examples—driving down a road, smoking—point
to everyday, commonplace actions.
The actions of humans cause such disturbances
in the natural order that even rabbits become unnatural. Hazel and his warren stumble upon Cowslip’s
warren, where everyone seems to live harmoniously,
although the rabbits seem increasingly strange. When
Bigwig is caught in a snare and Cowslip’s warren will
not help them, they discover the truth of the warren: a
local farmer feeds the rabbits, trapping a few at a time,
but allowing the others to live. Fiver explains the changes this causes:
The rabbits became strange in many ways, different from other rabbits. They knew well enough
what was happening. But even to themselves they
pretended that all was well, for the food was good,
they were protected, they had nothing to fear but
the one fear; and that struck here and there, never
enough at a time to drive them away. They forgot
the ways of wild rabbits. They forgot El-ahrairah,
for what use had they of tricks and cunning, living
in the enemy’s warren and paying his price? (116)
Again, spirituality signifies what is natural. Because of
the direct role men play in their lives, Cowslip’s warren
cannot maintain a natural and spiritual identity, but are
forced to adapt a passive acceptance.
The warren of Woundwort, although by appear69

ances much different from Cowslip’s warren, also adapts
to humans in unnatural ways. His warren, Efrafa, survives due to his totalitarian control. Instead of working
in community with other rabbits, he exploits the labor
of those who serve under him, reminiscent of the capitalism that drives men. Woundwort was powerful and
strong, and as Holly states, “He was a fighting animal—
fierce as a rat or a dog. He fought because he actually
felt safer fighting than running. He was brave all right.
But it wasn’t natural; and that’s bound to finish him in
the end” (467). In reaction to a human controlled environment, Cowslip’s warren accepted death and stayed
put, whereas Woundwort became more powerful and
fought any foes, even the dog that came for him. The
only natural way to stay alive seems to be running, as
Hazel and his warren do. Their best option is to find a
new warren untouched and undesirable to humans.
Adams is aware and critical of the manmade
binary between human and nonhuman and its many
negative side effects, but he also begins to deconstruct it
through interspecies relationships. The rabbits become
friends with the bird Kehaar and also a mouse that they
save, and these relationships prove vital to their survival. But perhaps the most significant interspecies relationship occurs between Hazel and a young girl, Lucy.
When a barn cat attacks Hazel, it is Lucy who saves
him. Unlike the other humans, Lucy is strongly connected to the natural world, even warranting a chapter
told from her perspective. Her introduction reflects
this, when she wakes up to the following scene:
A wood pigeon was calling in the elms…there was
only the flash of sun from the windowpane and the
sound of the wood pigeon, like the first strokes of a
paint brush on a big sheet of paper when you were
still not sure how the picture was going to go. The
morning was fine. Would there be any mushrooms
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yet?...It was still too dry and hot, not good mushroom weather. (455)
Lucy experiences the natural world fully. She is aware
and surrounded by the beauty of it, and also ecologically literate, as her musings on mushrooms reflect.
Because she is so attuned to the natural world, she hears
Hazel’s struggle and saves him. Her experiences are
also rooted in realism: “She had not lived all her life on
a farm for nothing…But she was upset by the idea of
killing the rabbit in cold blood” (456). By allowing Lucy
to be appreciative and aware of the natural world, while
still living on a farm and understanding the necessity
of death, Adams creates a character still living within
the natural order and begins the deconstruction of the
human : nonhuman binary.
There are, however, qualifiers to Lucy’s role in
the natural world. She is young and female, furthering
the trope that children and women have stronger connections to the natural world. In “Ecocriticism,” Pippa
Marland discusses the trend in ecofeminism to associate with nature. She explains, “Although some ecofeminists have registered their opposition to the patriarchal
domination of both women and the environment by
embracing and celebrating the idea of women as ‘closer to nature,’ others have resisted the implications of
biological essentialism” (Marland 6). Additionally, and
as Bernard Mergen explains, “Children were seen as
preserving a pre-industrial heritage in their play in
fields and forests” (Mergen 646). Lucy seems concerned
for Hazel out of a supposedly feminine, childish desire
to nurture and protect. Every human character in this
novel that hurts animals is male, the only exception being Lucy’s family doctor. He assists her in nursing Hazel
back to health and releasing him. While the doctor’s
presence resists gender and age expectations (men can
nurture as well), it is still Lucy’s perspective that Adams
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uses for this chapter, with the doctor there mainly to
provide guidance and act as a mentor.
Through its critique of the human : nonhuman
binary, Watership Down presents a model for readers to
follow when interacting with the natural world. In her
essay, “Toward an Ecopedagogy of Children’s Environmental Literature,” Greta Gaard raises three questions
for determining the benefit of children’s environmental
literature. First she asks, “How does the text address
the ontological question, ‘who am I?’[…] how does the
narration/text provide an antidote to the first step in the
logic of domination?” (15). As we have examined, the
novel points out the harmful effects of a human : nonhuman binary, encourages interspecies relationships,
and places the reader in the rabbit’s experience. All of
this discourages domination, suggesting instead that
humans construct an identity that does not oppose the
nonhuman.
Gaard’s second question is, “How does the narrative define the ecojustice problem? Does the narrative
conclusion offer an appropriate strategy for responding
to the problem posed in the story…are children left
alone to solve ecojustice problems originally created
by the adults?” (16). At the end of the novel, Adams
provides us with a character that begins solving ecojustice problems, and she is not left alone by adults to do
so. However, Adams also takes care not to let human
behavior be excused by one kind action. Saving Hazel
does not begin to make up for Sandleford Warren, or
the many other instances of environmental degradation.
However, it is a step in the right direction, and encourages the reader to act similarly.
Finally, Gaard asks, “What kind of agency
does the text recognize in nature?” (18). Although
humans have a negative impact on nature, that does
not mean nature lacks agency. Hazel and his warren
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survive, sometimes with the help of other animals, and
they fight back or manipulate forces when they need
to. The only instance of a human saving an animal is
Lucy’s protection of Hazel. However, most instances of
danger—such as Bigwig being caught in a snare—are
caused by humans, and overcome by the rabbits alone.
Nature still maintains agency, although it is diminished
by Hazel’s rescue.
Watership Down successfully analyzes the human : nonhuman binary, while considering questions
such as what is natural, and how interspecies relationships can occur. Adams does not have all the answers
to ecojustice issues, but his story of rabbit adventure
certainly urges the reader to find answers while remaining ecologically literate and aware of the impact small
actions can have. The novel reveals the harmful effects
a binaristic relationship with nature can cause, and
encourages the reader to reconsider their individual
relationship with the nonhuman.
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White Supremacy and Miscegenation in Of Love and Dust
Kenzie Saunders
Miscegenation is defined as the “sexual relations
or marriage between people of two different races”
(“Miscegenation.”). Miscegenation and miscegenation
laws clearly define and perpetuate a power system
aimed to maintain white supremacy. In Ernest Gaines’
novel Of Love and Dust there are two unique interracial
couples, which allow Gaines to more fully explore the
complexities of race and gender in Louisiana. For this
essay I will be focusing on Pauline and Bonbon’s relationship, touching on Marcus and Louise when relevant. In Of Love and Dust Gaines uses miscegenation to
explore the white supremacist power structures of the
South.
Miscegenation laws in America originated in
the question of property. When white slave owners
and black slaves produced offspring, was that offspring
a slave or not? This question was originally answered
simply in the case of white male slave owners and black
female slaves: slavery was determined by the mother
(Pascoe 19). But the miscegenation laws, originally
dealing in property claims, came to invent and perpetuate the idea of race. “Virginia legislators had decided to
prohibit marriage and bastardy between any ‘English or
other white man or woman’ and any ‘negro, mulatto, or
Indian man or woman bond or free’” (Pascoe 20). The
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early laws are clearly beginning to delineate differences
between race, classifying “English/white,” “negro,” “mulatto,” and “Indian.” The language of these laws are only
just beginning to separate from the geographical or
national identification marker, saying “English or other
white man or woman.” Moreover, the law is definitely
separating whiteness from non-whiteness, and creating
a hierarchal structure between the two. Early colonial
laws used corporal punishment, fines, and withdrawal of freedom on the white counterpart of interracial
relationships to create a boundary between whiteness
and non-whiteness. In this way, miscegenation laws
are inextricably linked with the creation of race and its
hierarchal structure.
Pauline and Bonbon’s relationship is introduced
with purposeful silences. The relationship is introduced
through the dialogue of two knowledgeable characters,
which create gaps in the information that is disseminated to the reader. “‘Sidney still messing round with Pauline down the quarter?’ Miss Julie asked. ‘Yes ma’am,’
I said…‘He’s more crazy ‘bout Pauline than he is his
own wife,’ she said. ‘Pauline knows that,’ I said” (Gaines
14). The relationship is infantilized and trivialized in
its introduction by the word choice: “messing round
with.” This language creates the idea that the relationship is not a serious one, rather exclusively sexual. This
is reinforced with the use of “crazy ‘bout” instead of “in
love with.” The use of “crazy” signals a teenage crush
or relationship that is passionate but not serious, again
emphasizing sexuality. This is the exact opposite of the
true nature of Bonbon and Pauline’s love—it is “quiet…much softer—more tender” (Gaines 66). But this
language is imparted onto a character that is working
within the white supremacist system Gaines is working
to expose—Miss Julie Rand who claims, “That white
man been good to me. I went him ‘cause I didn’t have
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nowhere else to turn” (Gaines 14). Miss Julie Rand
aligns herself with Marshall Herbert. Miss Julie Rand’s
words become a signifier of the treatment of interracial
relationships within white supremacy, even by black
characters—trivializing and infantilizing.
The key information about Pauline and Bonbon’s relationship—Pauline’s race—is directly excluded
in the relationship’s introduction. Rather, Gaines creates
subtle nods within the character’s dialogue and Jim’s
narration to indicate their difference, downplaying the
importance of race. When referencing Pauline, Miss
Julie Rand says “down the quarter” and when referencing Louise, Miss Julie Rand says “up the quarter”
(Gaines 14). These two markers distinctly separate
Pauline and Louise, as well as dividing the plantation—
the “big house” and white workers live up the quarter,
will the black workers live down the quarter. Miss Julie
Rand linguistically privileges those who live “up” versus
those who live “down.” The use of “up” and “down” also
displays the physical hierarchy created on the plantation to mirror race. The conversation about Pauline
and Bonbon also occurs after Jim’s comments on the
behavior differences between races. “To me she was a
little old gangster just like Bonbon was. She was even
worst than Bonbon. Bonbon was white and you expect
this of white people. But she was my own race—and a
woman, too” (Gaines 14). In the quote Gaines delineates the power structures loaded into race. Jim aligns
violence, deceit, and manipulation—all traits implied
by “gangster”—with whiteness and not blackness. From
blackness, Jim associates community and understanding, both of which are undermined in the quote. Gaines
simultaneously explains the “value” of race and then
immediately dismantles it. The loaded narration directly precedes Miss Julie Rand’s comments about Pauline.
The placement of Jim’s narration sets up the importance
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of race within the context of the novel, but the trivialness of its assignment outside the context of the novel.
The introduction of Pauline’s race complicates
the trivialization of their interracial relationship with
race and gender politics. There are several references
to Bonbon’s attendance to Pauline over his wife before
Pauline’s race is introduced, cementing her importance
within the novel before it is complicated by her blackness. “When [the car] went by the gate we saw it wasn’t
no car, it was Bonbon in the truck. He was going to see
Pauline” (Gaines 49). Bonbon’s ritual is expected and
unsurprising. But Pauline’s race soon becomes the dominant factor in their relationship.
“That other woman was something like that. But
[Pauline] darker than that other woman was. She
married?”
“No, but you can say she is. She’s Bonbon’s woman.”
“Bonbon?”
“Bonbon,” I said.
… “And that his wife?” Marcus was saying
… “That’s his wife,” I said.
“So he got two, huh? A black one down the quarter and white one up here?” … “And y’all don’t do
a thing, don’t even chunk on his house at night?”
(Gaines 56)
Unlike Miss Julie Rand’s introduction of Pauline and
Bonbon’s relationship, when Pauline’s race becomes
involved white supremacist power structures are blatantly displayed. Pauline is identified as “Bonbon’s
woman,” separated from the term “wife” which is used
strictly for Louise. But Jim says “you can say she is.”
This hints to state miscegenation laws that would legally
prevent Bonbon from leaving his white wife and marrying Pauline, a black woman. Thus legally in status and
language, Pauline must remain “Bonbon’s woman.” And
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to maintain Bonbon’s appearances within the eyes of the
law, Louise must remain his “wife.” Outside of the law,
though, is Jim’s, and the plantations, subscription to the
dominant power structure. When Marcus learns that
Pauline is Bonbon’s “woman,” he exclaims, “Well, that
sure don’t cut no ice with me;” to which Jim immediately replies “‘It better,’ I said. ‘It cut ice with everybody
else in the quarter’” (Gaines 55). Though Bonbon may
be doing something that is judicially and culturally
illegal Bonbon is still a white man and retains a higher
power position than any of the black workers.
With the introduction of Pauline’s race come
the complications of Bonbon’s race and power. Bonbon
maintains a liminal position: as a white man he holds
power over the black plantation workers; but simultaneously he is Cajun, occupying a lower status on the scale
of whiteness. Bonbon is generally treated as a powerful
white man in the novel, but Marcus, the character most
freed of white supremacist structures, calls attention to
Bonbon’s “lesser” status. “How could a white man—no,
not even a solid white man, but a bayou, catfish-eating
Cajun—compete with him when it came down to loving” (Gaines 57). Marcus is privileging black men with
a stronger phallocentric power than any white man,
much less a Cajun. Though Marcus does not treat himself, or blackness, as lesser in the novel, in this instance
he uses race to cut down Bonbon’s power. But by privileging black men’s masculinity, Marcus is further calling
to question Pauline’s relationship with a white man.
Though Marcus defies the dominant power structure,
Gaines shows that miscegenation even offends those
attempting to escape white supremacy.
Marcus’ offense to Pauline’s miscegenation is
further reinforced when Marcus commits physical violence to Pauline after being rejected by her. “‘What he
got on you?’ Marcus said. ‘What’s the matter with you,
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woman?’ ‘I’m telling you, let me pass,’ Pauline said … ‘I
been working up there all night like a slave, like a dog—
and all on ‘count of him’ … He hit her and knocked
her down” (Gaines 98). Marcus questions Pauline’s
willingness to lay with not just a white man, but the
white overseer. He insists that Bonbon has something
on Pauline to make her stay, rather than reconcile that
she is with Bonbon out of love. Marcus’ dialogue draws
a dotted line between Bonbon’s cruelty—“working up
there all night like a slave”—and Pauline’s unnamed
love for Bonbon. Pauline should not love Bonbon not
only because Marcus, a black male, is available but
because Bonbon causes harm to other black people.
Pauline’s willing miscegenation makes her a traitor to
blackness and black freedom, and Marcus dominates
her with violence. Gaines shows that even Marcus, the
character attempting to subvert the power structure, is
susceptible to negative beliefs about miscegenation.
Sexual violence further complicates the taboo
of miscegenation. Though their potential for love is
referenced in the novel—Miss Julie Rand’s comments
on Bonbon being “more crazy ‘bout Pauline”—the idea
of them loving each other is not stated outright until
Pauline’s origin chapter. As a preface to the chapter,
Gaines complicates Bonbon and Pauline’s notion of love
with Bonbon’s initial sexual violence. “It had started in
the field, where he had all the right to call her over into
a patch of corn or cotton or cane or the ditch—the one
he was closest to—and maker her lay down and pull up
her dress. Then after…he would get back on the horse
like nothing had happened” (Gaines 62). The sexual violence in this scene is normalized in contrast with Bonbon’s growing love for Pauline. In the field Bonbon “had
all the right” to rape Pauline because of his race and
position in the plantation. As a white overseer, Bonbon
had unlimited access to black female bodies, not just
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Pauline’s but any of the workers. Further after the sexual
violence is committed, both Pauline and Bonbon return
to their activities. And this sexual violence is normalized in conjunction with miscegenation which as been
carefully rejected throughout the novel. “But something
had happened to Bonbon … after being with so many,
now he settled for one” (Gaines 62). The sexual violence
of black women by white men is normalized and naturalized within the white supremacist power structure
yet miscegenation of any level causes intense backlash
and confusion.
Gaines complicates the effects of power with
Pauline and Bonbon’s love for each other. Rather than
leaving Bonbon as a figure exerting power over Pauline,
Gaines creates a mutual love between the two characters that exists despite the white supremacist power
structure holding them back. “After so many years,
Pauline did fall in love with Bonbon. She couldn’t help
but fall in love with him. She knew he loved her more
than he did his wife up the quarter or his people who
lived on the river. So now the shuck mattress was quiet…because now Bonbon and Pauline’s love was much
softer” (Gaines 66). Pauline and Bonbon’s relationship is
intensely humanized where in the beginning of the novel it was trivialized and sexualized. Pauline and Bonbon’s love for each other creates a sharp contrast to the
“normalized” sexual violence that Bonbon was expected
to commit by the white supremacist power structure.
Pauline and Bonbon’s miscegenation expose the
white supremacist power structure. Though Pauline and
Bonbon love each other, and Louise and Bonbon clearly
do not, there are still constrictions on Pauline and Bonbon’s relationship. “He and the twins could never have
any close-ness at all. They could never call him papa
no matter how many times they heard him in the bed
with mama. They couldn’t even carry his name” (Gaines
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65). Though the narration in the chapter creates silence
around the details, it is made clear that the separation
between Billy and Willy and Tite is the race of their
mothers. Again this nods directly to early miscegenation laws which were created to clearly demarcate
mothers as the dominant identity. Gaines creates sharper contrast with the white supremacist power structure by using extreme language: “could never have any
close-ness at all,” “no matter,” and “couldn’t even.” All
these qualifiers mark the extreme poles to which white
supremacist power structures pulled against miscegenation. Gaines underlines the heartlessness and lack of
empathy in the power structure.
Being in the position of power, it is on Bonbon’s
part that the miscegenation is most subversive. “He fell
in love with one of the black women. He couldn’t just
take her like he was supposed to take her, like they had
given him permission to take her—no, he had to fall
in love. When the children came he loved them, too.
He couldn’t tell them he loved them, he wasn’t allowed
to tell them that” (Gaines 67). In a position of power,
Bonbon is more vulnerable to social norms. As a white
man he has to follow the norms positioned by the white
supremacist power structure or he will lose his power—“he would have been killed himself. The Cajuns on
the river would have done that” (Gaines 277). Bonbon’s
power is not ultimate. It is very susceptible to outside
forces. And because he does not take Pauline “like he
was supposed to” he is several subverting the power
structure. Bonbon is lessening himself by loving Pauline over Louise. Yet again Gaines contrasts Bonbon’s
humanization with the restrictions of the white supremacist power structure that privileges him. “He couldn’t
tell them he loved them, he wasn’t allowed to tell them
that.” Gains portrays the white supremacist power
structure as holding the reigns on Bonbon’s life more
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than anything. The white supremacists power structure
negatively affects Bonbon regardless of his position of
power.
Gaines portrays the insidiousness of the white
supremacist power structure in his novel Of Love and
Dust. The dominant power structure affects every character at some level, whether they are attempting to subvert the power system or live within it. But Gaines does
not leave the reader hopeless, rather there is a mode of
escape—the road. At the end of the novel, Gaines relies
on the journeying trope in African American literature and expels Jim, Bonbon, and Pauline with agency
from Louisiana. The journey becomes the salvation of
miscegenation. Though there is escape, Gaines asserts
the dominance of white supremacy for both white and
black characters in Louisiana.
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Jewish Humanity in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice
Rachel Geffrey
Shakespeare’s plays are open to interpretation
in innumerable ways through innumerable lenses and
The Merchant of Venice is no exception. The comedy
is populated with multidimensional characters who
alternately leave the audience rooting for their empowerment or declaiming their prejudice. One minority
group, however, fails to strike that balance in the eyes
of most readers and viewers: the Jews. In Shakespeare’s
era, the Jews were detested, the moneylending Shylock
was villainous, and his daughter Jessica was wise and
justified in her choice to leave him, rob him, and convert. Some modern audiences still vilify Shylock; others
read the play as anti-Semitic; still others see Shylock as
a character worthy of sympathy, but still wrong in his
murderous intent. Jessica, for her part, often lacks notice and analysis beyond her status as a runaway, thief,
and convert. Contrary to these interpretations, another possibility exists. It is possible that Shylock can be
intent upon his bond but still exhibit humanity and deserve sympathy. It is possible that Jessica is not merely a
flighty, love-struck runaway, but a character with depth
and startling awareness of her status in society. I would
argue that Jessica flees with Lorenzo not because she
hates her father, but because she sees all too clearly what
happens to Jewish people in Venice and wants nothing
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to do with it. Consequently, I would argue that Shylock
is not merely a villainous, money-hungry murderer,
but a man who has learned his place in society and has
experience the great and horrible losses of his wife, his
daughter, his faith, and his livelihood.
Elizabethan Jews were generally believed to be
unworthy of even the least bit of respect, lacking of the
scarcest traces of humanity, and undeserving of the
most basic and inherent titles of citizen or even human. They were generally associated with Lucifer and
demons, as exhibited when Shylock’s servant Lancelot
calls his employer “the very devil incarnation” (2.2.2122). Jews are damned and othered for their religious
beliefs and perceived to exhibit murderous and barbaric behavior. As a result, society dehumanizes them,
treating them as the scum of the earth. When Antonio
approaches Shylock about a loan, Shylock recalls the
treatment he routinely experiences in Antonio’s presence: “You call me misbeliever, cut-throat, dog / And
spit upon my Jewish gabardine, / […] void your rheum
upon my bead, / And foot me as you spurn a stranger
cur / Over your threshold” (1.3.107-115). The connection between dogs and Jews is reiterated multiple times
throughout the text, as is the physical degradation. In
response to Shylock’s accusation, Antonio unrepentantly replies that he is “as like to call thee so again, / To spit
on thee again, to spurn thee too” (1.3.125-126). Such
treatment is common within the culture. Citizens think
little of exhibiting their disdain and thus teach members
of the Jewish community that they are dogs and are of
little to no value beyond their ability to provide loans in
times of financial desperation, a trait which only earns
them more scorn as they charge interest and profit from
others’ financial misfortune.
Their occupation, however, cannot be helped.
Elizabethan Jews are not recognized as citizens, which
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Portia confirms at the trial, referring to Shylock as “an
alien” (4.1.344). As such, he is limited by property and
employment regulations from most other means of
employment, meaning that money is his literal and only
source of income. Christians like Antonio who have
the means to offer alternative loans with no interest to
their friends and fellow citizens often step in, taking
the only source of business from Jewish moneylenders.
Shylock bitterly notes that “[Antonio] hath disgraced
me, and hindered me half a million; laughed at my losses, mocked at my gains, scorned my nation, thwarted
my bargains, […] and what’s his reason?—I am a Jew”
(3.1.46-49). For the simple reason of being other, Jews
are open to sabotage of their business and daily ridicule.
Society teaches them that they are less than human, less
worthy of any level of respect, dignity, or kindness.
Although Jessica is not necessarily exposed to
this treatment and attitude as much as her father, she
cannot possibly be unaware of it. In the only scene in
which father and daughter are both present and interacting, Shylock tells her “I am bid forth to supper,
Jessica. / […] But wherefore should I go? / I am not bid
for love. They flatter me, / But yet I’ll go in hate to feed
upon / The prodigal Christian,” though he had previously vehemently denied the invitation when it was first
extended—“I will buy with you, sell with you, talk with
you, walk with you, and so following, but I will not eat
with you, drink with you, nor pray with you” (2.4.1115, 1.3.29-32). The exchange with Jessica is usually
interpreted as a sign of Shylock’s hatred and scorn of
the Christians, but in relation to the earlier refusal, it
can be seen as a reluctant acquiescence. To dine with
the Christians, who are sure to serve pork or otherwise
break the rules of kosher, is to contradict the faith by
which he lives so strongly. They are forcing him to contradict his beliefs for the duration of the meal, and be87

cause he is wholly dependent on them and the profits of
their loan in order to survive, Shylock cannot afford to
burn bridges. They are aware of his dependency and use
it to their advantage to bend him to their will. Under
other circumstances, they would have no inclination
to deal with the hated Jew. Shylock calls them prodigal,
wasteful, and scorns them for their waste and for their
manipulation. When his livelihood is dependent on
his available funds, wastefulness is not a luxury he can
afford.
In this one exchange with Jessica, Shylock subtly
imparts wisdom about their status in society. Jessica is
aware of the perception of Jews in society and knows
that they are not seen as worthy or valuable. They are
poorly treated and face hardships. Professor and scholar
H. B. Carlton argues that in her elopement she is “oblivious altogether of the tremendous significance of her
flight to her father and to her own faith,” but I would
beg to differ (156-157). Jessica may truly want to leave
Shylock for Lorenzo out of love for the Christian and
disregard for her father and religion, but the very real
possibility exists that she is leaving because she simply
does not want to face the harsh treatment and discrimination that comes with being a Jewess in Elizabethan
society.
Her second line is the vehement expression
that “Our house is hell” (2.3.2). While this is usually
interpreted as specifically referring to Shylock’s house,
the word “house” has a history of also meaning a house
of worship or the lineage and ancestry of a particular line. Though life in Shylock’s home might not be
pleasant, the larger picture is that life as a Jew, a hated
and othered outcast, the scum of society, is a hellish
experience. She says she is “ashamed to be [her] father’s
child” but acknowledges, that feeling thus is a “heinous
sin” (2.3.16, 2.3.15). The feelings stem not from any
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direct shame of Shylock, but from the fact that being
his daughter makes her a Jew by blood, a fact that she
cannot truly escape. She sets out to remedy her situation and “end this strife, / Become a Christian and [Lorenzo’s] loving wife” (2.3.19-20). By pledging love and
loyalty to Lorenzo she ensures that she will be removed
from her life in Venice and gain a fresh start elsewhere
where she is not defined by her religious beliefs. By
choosing to convert, she gains the opportunities and
privileges associated with Christianity, among them,
citizenship and a place in society where she does not
have to fear being spat upon or kicked like the curs Jews
are taught they are.
Still, in removing herself from the faith and
from Shylock’s home, she is compelled to essentially
buy her way out. To compound the insult and injury she
does to her father, she robs him when she makes her
escape. More than doing so just for personal gain, she
seems to be doing so to better herself, to make herself
more worthy of being removed from the faith. She tosses Lorenzo and Graziano the casket filled with ducats
and jewels, then goes back into the house to “gild [herself] / with more ducats” (2.6.49-50). She is compelled
to make herself seem like a better deal, to convince
Lorenzo that she is worth taking. Still, however, she is
aware of her actions. She calls from the window, “I am
much ashamed of my exchange” (2.6.35). Though the
text goes on to connect the exchange to an exchange of
feminine clothes for a page’s garb, “exchange” is freighted with financial connotations. She is selling herself,
buying her way out of her faith and her position, and
must appear as appealing as possible in order to succeed in her endeavor.
She is not entirely successful in ridding herself
of the stigma, however. When conversing with Lancelot,
he comments, “You may partly hope that your father
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got you not, that you are not the Jew’s daughter,” to
which she responds that that hope would bring upon
her a different kind of sin (3.5.8-9). If she was born
from a faithful coupling, then she will always be cursed
with the title of Jew’s daughter; if not, then she will be
known as a bastard, and still have her mother’s Jewish blood. Neither option is ideal, and the debate only
serves to reinforce the immobility of her reality. Though
she says she will be saved by her husband making her
Christian, she is also informed that her Jewish blood
bars her from complete acceptance into heaven. This
remark returns later when Lorenzo describes to her the
floor of heaven and the music associated with it and she
replies, “I am never merry when I hear sweet music”
(5.1.68). Christians and Jews do not necessarily believe
in the same conception of heaven and Jessica has not
yet fully accepted the new definition as her afterlife. She
became a Christian not because she desperately wanted
to be, but because she desperately wanted an escape
from the stigma of her own faith, and also out of some
potentially misplaced love for Lorenzo, though he is
likely not fully convinced, as evidenced by his comment
that “In such a night / Did pretty Jessica, like a little
shrew, / Slander her love” (5.1.20-22). Already there is
tension between the two. Jessica may have escaped most
of the stigma associated with Judaism, but she is not
entirely without a different set of problems.
Jessica’s leaving also brought to light a series
problems for Shylock as well. Modern scholars recognize Shylock as “a human being from whom our
sympathies are not wholly alienated” (Stephenson 176).
These sympathies truly come to fruition as he comes
to terms with the losses he incurs throughout the play.
After Jessica leaves, Shylock is mocked in the street for
his distress at the loss of his duality of his loss: “‘My
daughter! O, my ducats! O, my daughter! / Fled with a
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Christian! O, my Christian ducats! / […] My ducats and
my daughter! / A sealed bag, two sealed bags of ducats, / of double ducats, stol’n from me by my daughter!
And jewels, two stones, two rich and precious stones,
/ Stol’n by my daughter!” (2.8.15-21). Many criticize
Shylock for his immense concern for his ducats over
his daughter and characters within the scene twist his
words into emasculating wordplay. However, the first
words Shylock utters are for his daughter, not for his
ducats. Additionally, “daughter” and “ducat” are each
repeated five times within the lamentation, showing
equal concern. While some may argue that concern for
money should not rival concern for his child, the ducats
already in his possession are his only means by which to
procure more ducats and thereby continue to generate
income. By taking his money, she has essentially taken
a fair portion of his livelihood from him. Scholars agree
that “ducats are more to Shylock that mere material
possessions. They are the only means by which, in an
alien world, he preserves a refuge for the true life of his
own spirit” (Carlton 152).
The stones Jessica took were also more than
mere material possessions. When Shylock asks Tubal
about Jessica’s present whereabouts, his first concern
is for his daughter—“What news from Genoa? Hast
thou found my daughter?”—but the value of the stolen
goods is not ignored (3.1.67-68). He makes mention of
diamonds, but the stone that really concerns him is a
piece of turquoise. Shylock is informed of a trade, a ring
for a monkey, and this news strikes him most intensely:
“Thou torturest me, Tubal. It was my turquoise. I had it
of Leah when I was a bachelor. I would not have given
it for a wilderness of monkeys” (3.1.100-102). This is
the first and only mention of Leah, Shylock’s wife who
is presumably dead. If a ring of turquoise was valuable
enough to trade for an exotic animal such as a mon91

key, then it must have a correlating monetary value of
a fair amount of ducats. Unlike the diamonds he has
lost, however, Shylock is unconcerned with the cost of
the turquoise. The fact that it was a memento of Leah
gave it much more sentimental value that cannot be
replaced. The same Shylock that would have been so
absurdly concerned with his ducats over his daughter
would certainly not have held on to a piece of turquoise
if presented with an opportunity to gain a wilderness of
monkeys. The moment breaks the image of the money-hungry Jew and illustrates the depth and humanity
present in a person perceived to be barely worthy of
being called human.
The sympathy he earns is reinforced in the
speech that immediately precedes the exchange. Shylock asks, among other questions, “If you prick us do
we not bleed?” (3.1.). He is no less human for being
a Jew. He bleeds the same red blood as the superior
Christians. Even though this is arguably the moment
when he becomes set upon obtaining Antonio’s pound
of flesh, it is also one of his most human moments in
the lines before. He feels the same, lives, eats, breathes,
and hurts the same as the Christians do.
Unfortunately, he is not protected the same.
Part of his insistence that “[He craves] the law!” is due
to the fact that the law is all he has (4.1.201). He is not
protected as a citizen and has nothing to help him in his
fight to maintain his life in Venice, but he is bound by
the contract with Antonio and with the law that governs transactions. A reduction of the value of law would
mean a dissolution of all that allows Shylock to function and live as a not-quite-citizen. When the law turns
against his favor, however, he finds himself with no
options. Charged with attempted murder of a citizen,
he is stripped of his property and money, left with no
means to support himself. He protests: “Nay, take my
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life and all, pardon not that. / You take my house when
you do take the prop / That doth sustain my house; you
take my life / When you do take the means whereby I
live” (4.1.369-372). Again, house has the dual meaning
of the physical building and the tribal connotation of
generations of Jews. When all that enables him to maintain a livelihood as a Jew is taken from him, he is forced
to convert to Christianity. For someone whose faith is
a strong as Shylock, the forced conversion is a worse
punishment than if they had actually taken his life. He
has now lost everything that was important to him:
his daughter, his wife, his livelihood, and his faith. Not
only has he experienced these great losses, be he is also
provided with a testament to the character of Christian
husbands when Bassanio and Graziano wish their wives
dead if it would mean saving Antonio. His daughter is
now among and dependent upon men whose values are
out of line with where they should be. Compared to his
value of Leah, even after her death, he is concerned for
Jessica.
Like all characters, the first glance usually only
shows a small portion of the whole picture. Both Shylock and Jessica have depth even beyond what a second
or third glance might show. Shylock, though he does
have some darker intentions, is neither bloodthirsty
villain nor money-hungry usurer. His revenge is fueled
by loss and poor treatment and his apparent fixation
on money and material items stems from the inherent
need for them in his limited position in society. Jessica
is usually afforded very little analysis, but can prove to
be a complex character with conflicting desires and a
need to be accepted in society beyond what her religion
would limit her to had she not left it. Though not without their faults, both father and daughter are deserving
of humanity and fair treatment as well as a degree of
sympathy from the modern audience.
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Dominating the Female Body and
Nature in Surfacing
Elizabeth Benson
Surfacing, by Margaret Atwood, deals with the
swift fracturing of the female narrator’s psyche amidst
a landscape that causes her the contrasting feelings
of safety and peril. This paper will argue that Atwood
connects the desecration and patriarchal domination
over animals with the same domination and assault on
the female body. First, emphasis will be on the narrator’s memory of giving birth, which in actuality is an
abortion. Then it will look at David and Joe, and their
masculine attempts to dominate the land as the video
their attempts to chop at a log. Together these passages will illuminate that control over the female body is
the material manifestation of patriarchal control over
nature.
Anna triggers the narrator’s memory of her
medical procedure as they work in the garden. “You on
the pill?” Anna asks, and our narrator is taken aback
by the personal nature of the question (78). It is fitting
that the question is asked in the garden, in the novel
the garden coded as a female space, and it provides the
reader with an image of fertility. This garden, however,
has not been tended in a long time, and the vegetables
that are pulled from the ground are thin and deformed.
The narrator is no longer on the pill, and this is one way
that she tends to the garden that is her own body.
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In an ecocritical essay of Atwood’s Surfacing,
Amika Bhalla states that the novel “emphasizes the fact
that men exploit the bodies of women for their needs,
just as they exploit nature. They even control the process of childbirth which nature has assigned only to
women” (Bhalla 63). This argument is furthered in the
text when Anna tells the narrator that David wants
her to use the Pill again. Anna expresses her concern:
“David wants me to go back on, he says it’s no worse for
you than aspirin, but next time it could be the heart or
something. I mean, I’m not taking those kinds of chances” (79). Anna is concerned about the medical implications of taking the Pill – as she has already experienced
blood clots. David, however, is concerned only for his
own convenience and pleasure, even if it is at Anna’s expense. This passage is a tangible example of patriarchy
holding control over the female body, and continues to
show the narrator’s own concerns around the domination of her body.
As Anna speaks, the narrator moves to her
thoughts about the false promises that birth control
offers women, and the chances she herself is not willing
to take. She states:
Love without fear, sex without risk, that’s what
they wanted to be true; and they almost did it, I
thought, they almost pulled it off, but as in magicians’ tricks or burglaries half-success is failure
and we’re back to other things. Love is taking
precautions (79).
Here the narrator is referring to the repercussions of
taking the pill: Anna suffered blood clots, and the narrator had trouble with her vision. The narrator, however, is not only talking about problems that arise when
taking the pill, but also the half-successes and dangers
of love. Later the narrator recalls her wedding day,
which took place in a post office, and the smells that
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lingered in her memory: “glue and humid socks…crystallized deodorant…the chill of antiseptic” (88). These
smells are reminiscent of the narrator’s idea of the smell
of sex, which “used to smell like rubber gloves, and now
it does again” (79). The smell of sex, like the smells in
the memory of her marriage shows a clinical, and sterile
view of both.
This clinical image around the idea of sex continues as the narrator recalls her hospital experience
giving birth. She imagines a future where there are artificial wombs, and wonders if she could ever go through
with having another child. The narrator remembers her
own childbearing experience as being one of powerlessness: “they don’t want you to understand, they want you
to believe it’s their power, not yours” (79). This power is
not only the power of the doctor’s over the patient, but
also the power of patriarchy over women. As seen with
David wanting Anna to resume taking the pill, even at
her personal hazard, it is not about the woman’s needs
or desires, but male convenience.
The narrator’s memory of the hospital also
conjures up imagines of the powerlessness of nature.
She describes her own body being treated like that of
an animal, whose feelings and needs are not taken into
taken into account by the humans that use or consume
them. Her memory of how she was treated by the doctors in the hospital is a visual similar to the slaughtering
of cattle:
They stick needles into you so you won’t hear anything, you might as well be a dead pig, your legs
are up in a metal frame, they bend over you…they
take the baby out with a fork like a pickle out of a
pickle jar (79).
The image of the narrator as a dead pig is jarring, as is
the idea of the baby being removed like a pickle from a
jar. The dead pig, the baby, and the jar are like that of a
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fetal pig, used in science class for dissection. The narrator goes as far as to say that all the medical personnel
bend over her, “practicing” on her body. The narrator is
not a woman experiencing the natural act of childbirth,
or even the clinical experience of having an abortion.
She is a science experiment, her body under the control
of others, to be poked and prodded like an animal. “I
won’t let them do that to me ever again,” our narrator
states (79). She recognizes the impersonal nature of
how women’s bodies are manipulated, and she refuses
to be coerced into having a procedure like her abortion
again.
These passages show that both Anna and the
narrator have both experiences the desecration of their
bodies due to patriarchal dominance. The narrator specifically draws attention to the treatment to the female
body to same treatment of animals. The narrator’s legs
being held up in a metal frame is even reminiscent of
an earlier passage where “rings of logs [were] chained
together” (7) Atwood creates these vivid images to show
that both women and nature are under the control of
male dominance, and it is a grim view of powerlessness
for both.
Continuing in the theme of male dominance
and control over nature, David and Joe appear with a
logged they’ve chopped, ending the female narrative.
Immediately, David begins to criticize the work the
women have done:
‘Hi,’ David called. ‘How are the ‘ol plantation workers coming?’
Anna stood up. ‘Fuck off,’ she said, squinting at
them against the sun.
‘You’ve hardly done anything,’ David said, unquenchable, ‘you call that a garden?’ (80)
David here (and throughout the novel) is the reigning
voice of patriarchy. He devalues the women’s work,
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and in turn, devalues the women. This image is complete when he calls Anna and the narrator plantation
workers, drawing a correlation between the women
and slaves – othering them from the men. He also
subjugates the land in referring to it as a plantation.
The garden no longer exists to provide sustenance to
the people living on the property, but is commoditized
like the trees being logged in the area, that “will never
be allowed to grow that tall again, they’re killed as soon
as they’re valuable” (43). David only values what can be
used, and this is illustrated in his interaction with the
land, and his relationship with Anna.
The narrator recognizes that the men only have
a minimal relationship with the natural world, and she
compares them to her father:
I measured their axework with my father’s summarizing eye. In the city he would shake hands
with them, estimating them shrewdly: could they
handle an axe, what did they know about manure?
They would stand there embarrassed in their
washed suburban skins and high-school clothes
uncertain what was expected of them. (80)
We can see in this passage that the narrator recognizes
the difference between men who have a relationship
with nature (her father), and men whose only use for
nature is what they can get out of it (David and Joe,
but specifically David). David takes this opportunity to
continue taking video for his film Random Samples, and
states that the scene with the axe and the log would be
he “cameo appearance.” The interesting juxtaposition
in this passage is that David is worried about having a
record of his accomplishments, while Joe is concerned
about who will be held responsible should the camera
break. Specifically, Joe wonders who will pay for it if the
camera breaks, and we are brought back to the previous
section to where the responsibility falls when a woman
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becomes pregnant. Who truly does pay, the man, or the
woman? In this novel, it is ultimately the woman, and
nature.
Jacques Leclaire writes on the movie camera in
his essay on enclosure and disclosure, saying:
The predatoriness of the movie camera increases
in the successive shots and reflects on the characters of Joe and, mainly David. The Disneyland
humanization of the stuffed moose family conceals
the true horror of their several deaths, fish-guts are
clearly nauseous and morbid, even the tree is displayed as a trophy by David and Joe. (Leclaire 19)
I diverge from Leclaire argument in regards to the examples, with regards to the tree. In recording both the
cartoonish moose family and the fish guts, the men are
appropriating violence that has already been committed
by others. In fact, the narrator, who at once is violated
by patriarchy and yet also complicit with it, kills the
first fish by crashing its head.
In the end, both men settle for having their moment on film. “In the end they stuck the axe in the log,
after several tries, and took turns shooting each other
standing beside it, arms folded and one foot on it as if
it was a lion or rhinoceros” (81). The lion and rhinoceros image conjures a safari, where hunters come from
distant lands to shoot big game. This passage evokes
both that the men are outsiders to this environment,
and the violence that is being perpetuated on nature for
their amusement. Neither man has truly accomplished
anything in hacking into the log, but David will use the
footage to posture himself as an outdoorsmen. He is the
novel’s face of male dominance. On film, he will always
be the conqueror of nature. In reality he violates the
ecological world and both Anna and the narrator.
Ultimately, to continue exploring this topic
would involve delving deeper into the sexual relation100

ships between Anna and David, and the narrator and
Joe. It is impossible to look at the reproductive health
and experiences of these women without looking at
their sexual encounters and the men with which they
have them. David uses Anna sexually, and then tries to
have sex with the narrator using the same confidence
and ego exhibited when posing with the tree. While Joe
is the less problematic of the two men he does still force
himself on the narrator. These encounters, along with
other instances such as Anna stomping on the fish head,
continue to complicate the parallels between the treatment of women and human interaction with nature.
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Violence as Masculinity in
Shakespeare’s Macbeth
Brittanie Maddock
The dominant culture within William Shakespeare’s Macbeth emphasizes the importance of achieving masculinity through violent terms. I argue that
the cultures within Macbeth not only encourage men
to enact in violent behaviors, but also perpetuate this
extreme behavior by rewarding those who participate in
violence. By encouraging and rewarding violent behavior, this culture creates a narrow definition of masculinity that requires extreme and violent action.
The characters in Macbeth consistently exhibit
acts of violence and brutality; all of the bloody deeds
are enacted by individual characters to assert and prove
their manliness. Scholar Robert Kimbrough states, “in
Macbeth, and elsewhere in Shakespeare, […] to be
‘manly’ is to be aggressive, daring, bold, resolute, and
strong, especially in the face of death” (177). Violent
acts occur regularly throughout the play; an image of
intense violence is one of the first offered to readers, as
described in Captain’s following speech:
For brave Macbeth – well he deserves that name! –
Disdaining fortune, with his brandished steel
[…]
Carved out his passage till he faced the slave,
Which ne’er shook hands nor bade farewell to him
Till he unseamed him from the nave to th’ chops
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And fixed his head upon our battlements. (1.2.16–
23)
To which King Duncan responds, “O valiant cousin,
worthy gentleman!” (1.2.24). Macbeth’s actions in war,
unseaming and beheading Macdonald, are vehemently
aggressive and violent, yet they are praised by the king.
Violent action, no matter how gory, is rewarded in the
culture. The passages suggest that violence is not feared,
but essentially valued and becomes an indication of
masculinity for male characters. From this first instance
of violence within the play’s opening lines, the definition of masculinity is determined by bloodshed. In
order to demonstrate one’s manliness, one must act in
vicious violence.
Though Macbeth is praised in the first act for
his violent actions in war, he does not quite believe the
dominant culture’s definition of masculinity. Macbeth
originally defines masculinity as the preservation of
morality: “I dare do all that may become a man;/ Who
dares do more is none” (1.7.46-47). Macbeth initially
believes that in order to be a man one must adhere to
ethical values. To engage in behaviors outside one’s
moral code is to not act as a man, in fact it is acting
in the opposite. Readers see Macbeth honor his own
definition of masculinity when King Duncan’s throne
becomes within his reach. In an aside, Macbeth states:
“My thought, whose murder yet is but fantastical,/
Shakes so my single state of man that function/ Is
smother in surmise, and nothing is/ But what is not”
(1.3.138-141). Macbeth’s regicidal thoughts not only
deviate from his original definition of masculinity,
but Macbeth also becomes undone as a result of his
thought’s violent pressure. Once the thought of himself
as king is implanted in Macbeth’s thoughts, he immediately considers ways in which King Duncan can
be killed. However, instead of acting on these violent
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thoughts, Macbeth rejects them instead. “If chance will
have me king, why, change will crown me/ Without my
stir” (1.3.143-144). Even after his contemplations of
murdering the king, Macbeth chooses to remain moral
in his journey to kinghood. In this moment, masculinity, as defined by the dominant culture, is complicated as
Macbeth decides to leave the decision-making to fate,
and to not participate in violent behaviors. Macbeth’s
idea that manliness is expressed through moral action
creates a competing definition of masculinity. Though
Macbeth ultimately does not follow his original beliefs,
it is important to note that Shakespeare complicates the
narrow definition of masculinity that the play’s dominant culture values.
Similar to the competing definitions of masculinity within Macbeth, the play also contains opposing
definitions of the definition of honor. Honor is complicated in the text as characters consider demonstrating
manliness to be honorable. The notion that masculinity equals violence muddles the idea of honor, a term
generally defined in moral terms. Just as there are two
definitions of masculinity (one of acting on moral
principle and the other defined in terms of violence),
the text plays with multiple definitions of honor. For
example, after the Captain is injured in battle, King
Duncan tells him “So well thy words become thee as thy
wounds:/ They smack of honour both” (1.3.43-44). It is
clear in King Duncan’s appraisal of the Captain’s honorable wounds that he describes honor as both aggression
and violent behavior. According to the characters in
Macbeth, to be honorable is to be masculine, and to be
masculine is to be intensely violent.
Another instance of the twisted definition of
honor appears when Ross informs Siward of his son’s
death. “He only lived but till he was a man,/ The which
no sooner had his prowess confirmed/ In the unshrink105

ing station where he fought,/ But like a man he died”
(5.11.6 -9). And when Malcolm ensures Siward that
he personally will grieve over Young Siward because
he deserves more sorrow, Siward states “He’s worth no
more./ They say he parted well and paid his score,/ And
so God be with him…” (5.11.17-19). The only thing that
Siward cares about is if his son was a “man” when he
passed. If Young Siward died honorably, Siward cannot
be angry over his death. Siward’s response to this death
suggests that if his son did not die as a man, and therefore honorably, that this child is somehow less valued.
Individuals are valued and considered honorable only
when they engage in masculine-type behaviors.
Although Macbeth defines masculinity as acting
on moral principle, his thoughts on the subject change
as the pressures from society, but mostly his wife, set in.
Lady Macbeth’s actions have a great impact on Macbeth. Lady Macbeth believes that in order to be masculine, one has to fight for what she/he wants no matter
how bloody. Because her husband does not hold to her
definition of masculinity, Lady Macbeth manipulates
Macbeth by constantly questioning his manliness: “Are
you a man?” (3.4.57.). Lady Macbeth knows that compassion and remorse are dominant emotions in Macbeth, which she must repress in order for Macbeth to
carry on with the ‘bloody’ business” (Kimbrough, 180).
Lady Macbeth mobilizes her husband to commit regicide by stripping away his masculinity, as seen in the
moment where Macbeth rejects Lady Macbeth’s plans to
murder King Duncan:
Was the hope drunk
Wherein you dressed yourself? Hath it slept since?
And wakes it now to look so green and pale
At what it did so freely? From this time
Such I account thy love. Art tho afeard
To be the same in thine own act and valour
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As thou art in desire? (1.7.35-41)
In this moment, Lady Macbeth interrogates her husband’s masculinity by associating his anxiety about
killing Duncan with green sickness, a sickness typically seen in women. Lady Macbeth uses her effective
speaking skills to motivate her husband to violent acts.
Though Macbeth has acted courageously thus far, Lady
Macbeth sways him to act otherwise to build his aggressive behavior. Lady Macbeth argues that Macbeth is not
man enough to act on his word (Asp, 154). Lady Macbeth’s negotiations of her husband’s masculinity forces
Macbeth to abandon his own definition of manhood
and adhere to the dominant culture’s violent standards.
While majority of the characters in Macbeth
either encourage or act in violence to prove honor and
manliness, Banquo’s character serves as a reminder of
morality. Like Macbeth at the start of the play, Banquo believes that masculinity is measured by morality.
When Macbeth asks Banquo to serve him, Banquo
responds, “So I lose none/ In seeking to augment it, but
still keep/ My bosom franchised and allegiance clear,/
I shall be counseled” (2.1.25-28). Banquo only behaves
in ways that fit his definition of masculinity, which
rejects violent notions in favor of ethical ones. Banquo
only agrees to help Macbeth if the deed that is required
of him is moral. Not only is it important to note Banquo’s actions in this moment, but it is also significant to
examine Macbeth’s request of his friend: “If you shall
cleave to my consent when ‘tis,/ It shall make honour
for you.” (2.1.23-24). Just as Lady Macbeth attempted to
mobilize her husband by interrogating his masculinity,
Macbeth attempts to mobilize Banquo to act by assuring honor. Macbeth recognizes that Banquo sticks to his
morals and uses this knowledge to encourage Banquo’s
aid. Macbeth and Banquo no longer share the same attitudes towards masculinity, as Macbeth becomes a voice
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in the dominant culture that encourages violent action
and disguises it as masculinity.
Masculinity not only exists as an aggressive
behavior in Macbeth’s culture, but the term also requires
that individuals suppress any form of grief. Emotions
like sorrow or grief are masked by violent, revengeful
acts. In this way, masculinity takes an individual’s vulnerability and forces them to replace it with brutality.
For example, when Macbeth murders King Duncan for
his throne, Macbeth begins to fall apart.
What hands are here! Ha, they pluck out mine eyes.
Will all great Neptune’s ocean wash this blood
Clean from my hand? No, this is my hand will rather
The multitudinous seas incarnadine,
Making the green one red. (2.2.57-61)
After he commits regicide, Macbeth feels agony because
of his actions. He cannot cope, as seen in the above
passage, with what he has done. Instead of working
through his emotions, Macbeth translates this pain into
more violent behavior by murdering any individual
that threatens his throne. An additional example of this
type of emotional translation emerges when Macduff
becomes informed that his family has been murdered.
“Your castle is surprise, your wife and babes/ Savagely
slaughtered. To relate the manner/ Were on the quarry of these murdered deer/ To add the death of you”
(4.3.205-208). Macduff cannot handle the news of his
family’s slaughter. His distress is clear in the following
lines: “He has no children. All my pretty ones?/ Did you
say all? O hell-kite! All?/ What, all my pretty chickens and their dam/ At one fell swoop? (5.1.217-220).
Macduff is struck with grief. However, Macduff has no
time to fully grieve over his losses before he is forced
to transform his mourning into revengeful action.
“Dispute it like a man”, Macduff is told immediately
by Malcolm. (5.1.221). The only way that men should
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act in times of bereavement is in violence. Malcolm
continues to persuade Macduff by stating, “Be this the
whetstone of your sword. Let grief/ Convert to anger:
blunt not the heart, enrage it” (5.1.230-231). Violence is
mobilized by loss. In order for Macduff to act as a man,
he needs to kill as a way of coping with his immense
sorrow. Violence becomes a direct definition of masculinity for characters that are not only seeking to validate
their manhood, but also for those characters that are
struggling with sadness.
The culture within the text perpetuates harmful
behavior by encouraging men to validate masculinity
and honor through violent actions. Violence as masculinity is a learned definition that characters pass on
throughout the text. Macbeth did not believe in the
restricting definition of masculinity at the start of the
play; only after learning violent behaviors from Lady
Macbeth did he begin to adhere to the culture’s brutality. Through the reinforcement of brutal masculinity, a
continuous cycle of violence develops in Macbeth. As
the play opens with the image of Macdonald’s decapitated head, Shakespeare closes the text with the image
of Macbeth’s severed head. “Hail, King, for so thou
art. Behold where stands,/ Th’usurper’s curséd head”
(5.11.20-21). The recurring image of the disengaged
head suggests that this violence is never ending. Instead
of forming a less violent definition of masculinity, the
dominant culture perpetuates this brutal cycle.
Masculinity in Shakespeare’s Macbeth is continuously defined in terms of violence. The narrow definition of masculinity emerges through character action
and characters’ encouragement of brutal behavior.
Through the violent assertion of manliness, the culture
within the play creates a continuous cycle of falsified
honor and masculinity.
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